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Task Force Report Update, Executive Summary 
By Luis Torres and Judi Diaz Bonacquisti 

March 8, 2013  

This report provides an update to the question, “How far has MSU Denver come in its quest to become a 

Hispanic Serving Institution?”  This Initiative at MSU Denver is the result of envisioning what we could 

become and how we could prepare for our change into the future.  In 2007, with a challenge from the 

Board of Trustees, Metropolitan State College of Denver President Stephen Jordan charged a volunteer 

Task Force of some 60 staff, administrators, and faculty to deliver recommendations to double our Fall 

2007 Latino student enrollment from 13.2% to 25% within 10 years, thereby becoming a Hispanic 

Serving Institution (HSI).  Co-chaired by Deputy Provost Luis Torres and Associate Vice President Judi 

Diaz Bonacquisti, the HSI Task Force met throughout Fall 2007 and, in February 2008, presented 

President Jordan with an extensive “Task Force Report” providing 55 far-reaching recommendations for 

MSU Denver to plan for and achieve this U.S. Department of Education designation.  Rather than wait for 

impending demographic shifts to thrust an HSI designation on our college, this task force strategically 

accepted the challenge to prepare for and embrace what it meant to become a Hispanic Serving 

Institution. The heart of the February, 2008 “Task Force Report” was the 55 recommendations for moving 

MSU Denver toward HSI status.  These recommendations were developed by six sub-committees: 1) 

Public Relations; 2) Recruitment and Retention; 3) Campus Climate; 4) Faculty and Staff Development 

and Grantsmanship; 5) Curriculum Development; and 6) Assessment.  The Task Force voted on the 

proposals to prioritize the recommendations.  They were presented to President Jordan in February, 2008.  

We requested funding and support for the top 17 recommendations for the 2008-2009 academic year, to 

continue through the list with others to be funded subsequently.  For 2008-09, the top 17 

recommendations were provided funding.  However, the national recession and attendant budget 

difficulties forced a hiring freeze and stalled some progress on the initiative. 

With the help of stimulus funding, some temporary personnel were hired to initiate selected 

recommendations.  For example, two Excel counselors in the Office of Admissions (Priority Rec # 1) 

were hired to recruit students from the north Metro area, such as from Adams City and Westminster.  

Also, a Coordinator was hired for the Journey Through Our Heritage program (Priority Rec #26) as 

outreach to high schools, an academic competition based on Latino, Native American, and African 

American curricula.  However, work on other high priority initiatives, such as necessary technological 

infrastructure to allow for student tracking and communications (Priority Rec # 11), were only partially 

funded with stimulus funds, and then tabled until other resources could be secured to fully implement the 

project.  

Of the many HSI Task Force recommendations, two have had especially significant impact, forever 

changing MSU Denver.  The first was the University establishing Master’s Degree programs (Rec #17).  

This required seeking approval from the State Legislature in 2009. In Fall 2010, MSU Denver enrolled 

the first cohort of students into three graduate programs: Master of Professional Accountancy, Master of 

Arts in Teaching, and Master of Social Work. This recommendation resulted from research of HSI 

institutions showing that those with graduate programs and similar Latino demographics to MSU Denver, 

except for HSI status, had higher retention and graduation rates.  One theory holds that many Latinos are 
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geographically place-bound, and attending as undergraduates institutions with graduate programs showed 

them that they can attend such programs by persisting to a B.A., and they see role models to emulate.  

The second recommendation we highlight is the proposal to support DREAM Act legislation for in-state 

tuition for undocumented students.  Of the 55 total recommendations, this was one of only 3 to receive a 

unanimous vote in favor.  MSU Denver has a long history of supporting these students.  The Faculty 

Senate in 2003, the first time the DREAM Act was introduced in the State Legislature, was the first body 

in higher education to publicly support in-state tuition.  President Jordan, on behalf of our Board of 

Trustees, was the first college or university president in Colorado to support the DREAM Act in front of 

the State Legislature.  In 2012, following yet another failure by the Colorado State Legislature (for the 6
th
 

time) to pass the proposed ASSET Bill (formerly DREAM Act) to grant these students in-state tuition, 

President Jordan proposed to our Board of Trustees an institutionally crafted Colorado High School/GED 

tuition rate for undocumented students.  This was a modified rate, higher than resident tuition but much 

lower than non-resident.   

The Board of Trustees approved this rate on June 7, 2012.  This proved controversial, with the Colorado 

Attorney General issuing an opinion against the rate, the State Legislature’s Joint Budget Committee 

holding a special session to interrogate President Jordan and a Board of Trustees member about the rate, 

and ten Republican legislators issuing a protest in a letter to Governor Hickenlooper.  Despite this 

controversy, MSU Denver has also received extensive favorable local and national coverage and support.  

As we show in more detail later in this report, in Fall 2012, 257 students met the criteria for this rate and 

enrolled, with 264 attending Spring 2013.  This courageous action has distinguished MSU Denver from 

all other colleges and universities in Colorado in providing education to all students regardless of 

background.  Even with the passage of our differentiated-nonresident tuition rate, MSU Denver has 

continued advocating for the passage of ASSET. The ASSET Bill was signed by Governor John 

Hickenlooper on April 29, 2013 on the MSU Denver Campus in the Student Success Building to become 

law. 

While these two examples represent other HSI successes, not all recommendations have advanced so 

fruitfully.  In Fall 2012 a small work group of volunteer, engaged stakeholders was convened at the 

direction of Provost Vicki Golich to determine the current status of the original 55 recommendations.  

The engaged stakeholders researched each of the 55 proposals and interviewed staff, faculty, and 

administrators across the University to answer these questions and report on the status of the 

recommendations, which can be subdivided into three categories at various stages of completion. 

 

 Promotion, Branding, and Broadcasting the HSI initiative:  

Much work has been done in this area, and the efforts have been largely successful. 

Leadership from our Marketing and Communications divisions combined with talented 

faculty and staff presenting on our efforts regionally and nationally has advanced our 

reputation among prospective students and peers. 
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 Recruitment, Retention, and the Rising Tide of Student Success Initiatives:  

Much work has been done in recruiting Hispanic students and in promoting success for 

academically challenged students.  Support programs such as Summer Scholars, 

Supplemental Academic Instruction, and other student academic support have been 

supportive and are effective.  These efforts should be continued and strengthened. 

 

 Understanding the Hispanic Student:  

These initiatives are just being initiated and have not progressed very far.  This is the primary 

area for renewed vision and commitment.  We need to better understand Hispanic student 

needs, perhaps the most important area for the next phase. 

The HSI Initiative and the work of the Task Force has aimed at increasing Hispanic student enrollment, 

retention, and graduation.  Current figures indicate the remarkable success MSU Denver has achieved in 

this path toward becoming an HSI.  Our undergraduate Hispanic student enrollment has increased as 

follows: 

 

Actual Growth-Fall Headcount 

 

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Actual Enrollment - Total Population 21,453 21,715 22,904 23,958 23,578 22,976 

Actual Enrollment - Hispanic 2,828 2,880 3,089 3,824 4,281  4,475 

Actual Enrollment - % Hispanic 13.20% 13.30% 13.50% 16.00% 18.20% 19.50% 

 

Between 2007 and 2012, our Latino student enrollment has grown by 1,650 for 58% increase.  As a 

percentage of total enrollment, Hispanic student enrollment has grown from 13.2% in 2007 to 19.5% in 

Fall 2012.  With 4,475 Latino students currently enrolled, we are educating more Hispanics at MSU 

Denver than some existing Colorado HSIs have in total student population.  Federal HSI designation is 

dependent on Full Time Equivalents rather than headcount, and our actual FTE is ahead of our projected 

timeline, as demonstrated below. 
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This report on the HSI Initiative at this stage has attempted to capture the status of our many 

accomplishments, above, and in the following matrix and documents that follow. The tables below 

categorize the current status of the original recommendations, and whether the efforts are complete, in 

progress, incomplete, or perhaps no longer necessary.  Some have been completed and are 

institutionalized in various departments. For example, the annual HSI Town Hall meeting has been 

institutionalized by the Office of Enrollment Services, and we categorize this as Ongoing to show it 

should continue until HSI status is officially reached.  Some, noted as “low priority,” may no longer be 

necessary because they have been superseded by other efforts.  The brief “HSI Recommendations” table 

is then followed by the more fully documented 55 recommendations, each with its template developed to 

gather information about the items to determine the following: 

 What activities have been engaged in to move this effort forward? 

 What accomplishments have been achieved? 

 What challenges remain? 

 At what stage of completion are the recommendations, and how can they be completed? 

 Moving forward, is each priority at a Low, Medium, or High status? 

 

MSU Denver has recently embarked on its next phase as a university with the unveiling of the five year 

strategic plan, A Time of Transformation. To support our growth from 2012-2017, MSU Denver is guided 

by four strategic themes: 1) Student and Academic Success; 2) Community Engagement and Regional 

Stewardship; 3) Institutional Culture; and 4) Institutional Resources. The support of our diverse, urban 

student is embedded throughout our strategic plan, and the success of our Latino students is imperative 

and an integrated part of the continued advancement of our university.  With five years behind us since 
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our initial HSI recommendations were presented to President Jordan, MSU Denver has much to celebrate 

on its road to more fully educate our community.   

On behalf of the HSI Engaged Stakeholders, 

 

 

Luis Torres and Judi Diaz Bonacquisti 

 

We want to thank the following individuals who provided much of the information for this HSI update:  

Myron Anderson, Associate to the President for Diversity 

Jason Doyle, Assistant to the AVP for Enrollment Services 

Joan Foster, Dean Letters, Arts, and Sciences 

Sandra Haynes, Dean, School of Professional Studies 

Elizabeth Kleinfeld Director, Writing Center 

Janell Lindsey, Director of Special Initiatives Alumni Relations  

Cathy Lucas, Associate to the President for Communications 

Gwendolyn Mami, Executive Director,  ORSP 

Elizabeth Mendez Shannon, Assistant Professor, Social Work 

George Middlemist, Associate Vice President for Administration and Finance 

Ann Murphy, Dean, School of Business 

Emilia Paul Associate Vice President for Student Engagement and Wellness 

Mark Potter, Associate Vice President Academic and Civic Collaboration 

Luis Rivas, Assistant Professor English 

Sheila Thompson, Associate Vice President of Curriculum and Academic Effectiveness 

Tara Tull, Chair, Assistant Professor Human Services 

Larry Worster, Professor of Music 
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This section  includes all recommendations that are completed and 

in most cases are on going 

 
Recommendation by Priority  Action 

Status 

Recommendation 

Moving Forward with 

Priority Tag 

Page 

# 

Priority #3: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #14.  In-

state Tuition for Undocumented students in order to 

remove barriers to education access and allow students 

who have graduated from a Colorado high school to pursue 

an affordable college education at in-state tuition rates.  

Complete Low 18 

Priority #14: Campus Climate Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #3. Schedule Town Hall meetings (open 

forum) and educational opportunities for students.  

Complete Low 36 

Priority #18: Campus Climate Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #4. Develop a campaign brochure. 

Develop a brochure that will resemble an 'elevator' speech 

that includes talking points for faculty and staff. HSI seems 

to be either not understood at all or misinterpreted. 

Complete Low 42 

Priority #23: Campus Climate Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #2. Create a web site that will include a 

place for FAQs as well as a BLOG so visitors may ask 

more questions and gain additional feedback.  

Complete Low 48 

Priority #26: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #7. 

Journey Through Our Heritage/Jornada de Nuestra 

Herencia.  

Complete Low 53 

Priority #27: Campus Climate Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #7. Create an institutional Master 

Calendar.  

Complete Low 55 

Priority #28: Campus Climate Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #8. Create a showcase multicultural 

environment on campus.  

Complete Low 56 

Priority #34: Campus Climate Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #6. Increase support for the Student 

Academic Success area.  

Complete Low 64 

Priority #36: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #20. 

Student Multicultural Leadership Summit.  

Complete High 67 

Priority #42: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #5. 

Embrace, Promote and Build Bridges to Success/ Abrace y 

fomente, Puente al éxito.  

Complete Low 78 

Priority #48: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #6. 

Complete Low 85 
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Metro’s Café Cultura.  

Priority #52: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #10. 

Declaration of Major by completion of first 45 credit 

hours.  

Complete  Medium 89 
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This section includes all recommendations that are in-progress 

 
Recommendation by Priority Action 

Status: 

Recommendation 

Moving Forward with 

Priority Tag 

Page 

# 

Priority #1: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #2 

Expansion of the Excel Outreach Program. 

In 

Progress 

High 13 

Priority #2: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation 

#3.  Develop a M.O.U. with Community College of Denver 

(CCD) 

In 

Progress 

High 16 

Priority #4: Public Relations Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #2.  Internal Communications to keep 

faculty, staff, and alumni apprised of significant HSI 

newsworthy events. 

In 

Progress 

Medium 22 

Priority #6: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #1. 

Development and Implementation of a Metro State Pre-

Collegiate Summer Program.  

In 

Progress 

High 24 

Priority #7: Public Relations Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #1. External Communications to position 

Metro State as a leader at the state level for addressing the 

state's changing demographics.   

In 

Progress 

High 25 

Priority #8: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #24. Add 

Academic Advising staff to support HSI.  

In 

Progress 

Medium 26 

Priority #9: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #26. Design 

faculty and staff development workshops on working with 

diverse student populations, classroom management, 

student development, curriculum development, and teaching 

theory.  

In 

Progress 

Medium 28 

Priority #11: Assessment Subcommittee: Recommendation 

#2. Implementation and universal adoption of the 

Constituent Relationship Management System (CRM).  

In 

Progress 

High 30 

Priority #12: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #1.  Review and evaluate current policies, 

state statutes, and institutional controls regarding remedial 

(developmental) coursework.   

In 

Progress 

High 32 

Priority #13: Assessment Subcommittee: Recommendation 

#4. A Living Retention Study. Assessment Subcommittee 

In 

Progress 

Medium 34 

Priority #15: Assessment Subcommittee: Recommendation 

#3. Data Clearing House.  

In 

Progress 

High 37 

Priority #16: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #10. Review and evaluate full-time 

tenure/tenure-track faculty issues in relation to teaching 

In 

Progress 

Medium 39 
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1000 level courses, advising, and management of adjunct or 

graduate assistant teaching. 

Priority #19: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #17. First 

Year Bridge Program. Provide continuous academic and 

social support to students who participate in the Summer 

Bridge Program to increase first year retention rates. 

In 

Progress 

Medium 43 

Priority #20: Assessment Subcommittee: Recommendation 

#5. Review and evaluate Academic Advising requirements 

and processes in the general studies and major/minors.   

In 

Progress 

High 44 

Priority #22: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #18. First 

Year Success Program.  

In 

Progress 

High 47 

Priority #24: Faculty and Staff Development and 

Grantsmanship Subcommittee: Recommendation #2. 

Provide on-going professional development opportunities 

that both faculty and staff can use in their tenure/tenure-

track and employee evaluation processes.  

In 

Progress 

Medium 49 

Priority #25: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #9. Review and evaluate part-time faculty 

issues in relation to consistency of content delivery, 

training, and support, retention, and position levels.   

In 

Progress 

Medium 51 

Priority #29: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #11. 

Develop a campus-wide Early Alert Warning system.  

In 

Progress 

High 57 

Priority #31: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #9. Require 

freshman students to complete developmental coursework 

within the first 45 credit hours of coursework.  

In 

Progress 

High 60 

Priority #32: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #21. 

Develop an Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program 

in order to help retain students and increase student 

engagement by providing and supporting opportunities for 

students to engage in research, and transform and apply 

knowledge.  

In 

Progress 

Medium 61 

Priority #35: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #22. Create 

a Parent Connections Program.  

In 

Progress 

High 66 

Priority #38: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #12. 

Continue Advising holds to encourage students to seek 

academic advising and degree planning assistance.  

In 

Progress 

High 69 

Priority#39: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #23. 

Prepare students for a successful transition to 

career/graduate school.  

In 

Progress 

High 70 

Priority #41: Recruitment, Retention, and Student In High 73 
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Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #15. 

Provide Supplemental Instruction for Gatekeeper Courses 

and courses with a 35% or higher failure rate.  

Progress 

Priority #46: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #13. Revise 

Last Grade Stands Policy and Forgiveness Policy.  

In 

Progress 

Medium 82 

Priority #47: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #4. Adult 

Student Services. 

In 

progress 

Medium 83 

Priority #50: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #19. 

Student Engagement Courses.  

In 

Progress 

Low 87 
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This section includes all recommendations that are incomplete, 

regardless if on-going or not.  
Recommendation by Priority 

 

Action 

Status 

Recommendation 

Moving Forward 

with Priority Tag 

Page 

# 

Priority #5: Assessment Subcommittee: Recommendation 

#1. Pervasive Data Collection and Interpretation for All 

HSI Activities.  

Incomplete 

 

High 23 

Priority #10: Campus Climate Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #5. Bring cultural events to campus for 

all backgrounds.  

Incomplete Medium 29 

Priority #17: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #8. Identify new programs that will 

attract and retain Latino/a students based on national 

research and current/future trends. 

Incomplete Medium 41 

Priority #21: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #3. Review and evaluate institutional 

practices in relation to the implementation and 

enforcement of prerequisites. 

Incomplete High 46 

Priority #30: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #2. Review and evaluate the design, 

curriculum, and implementation of Metro State’s First 

Year Success Seminar.   

Incomplete High 59 

Priority #33: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #11. Review and evaluate faculty 

diversity and culturally responsive teaching in relation to 

achieving institutional multi-culturalism in the content and 

delivery of the curriculum. Develop curriculum about 

Latino/a to include in the Multicultural Studies Graduation 

Requirement.  

Incomplete High 63 

Priority #37: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #7. Identify departments that currently 

adhere to best HSI practices in relation to student 

expectations, inclusion, and student success. Sub-

classifications of HSI departments, incentives for non-HSI 

departments to achieve HSI status.   

Incomplete High 67 

Priority #40: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #6. Review and evaluate the impact, 

design, and success rates of Metro State’s online classes. 

Incomplete High 71 

Priority #43: Campus Climate Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #9. Assess the current campus climate 

by conducting a campus climate survey in conjunction 

with the Latino/a Faculty and Staff Association.  

Incomplete Low 79 

Priority #44: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #27. 

Provide scholarships for first-generation college students 

to help support their success in college. 

Incomplete Medium 80 
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Priority #45: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #4. Review and evaluate current general 

studies requirements, rigor, and overall effectiveness in 

preparing students for their major/minors, professional 

pursuits, and global citizenship.  

Incomplete Medium 81 

Priority #49: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #25. 

Academic and Student Affairs Liaison. Each school 

(Business, Professional Studies, Letters Arts and Sciences) 

will have a liaison at the Assistant Dean level who would 

work with various Student Services programs to 

coordinate retention and student success initiatives.  

Incomplete Medium 86 

Priority #51: Faculty and Staff Development and 

Grantsmanship Subcommittee: Recommendation #1. 

Equip the Metro State community with the requisite skills 

to acquire multicultural competence as it moves towards 

preeminence and the institution of choice in our diverse 

society. 

Incomplete Medium 88 

Priority #54: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #8. All 

Female Bilingual Police Academy. 

Incomplete Low 92 

 

 

This section includes all recommendations that are no longer 

necessary 
Priority #55: Recruitment, Retention, and Student 

Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #16. 

Create an Academic Learning Support Center.  

No Longer 

Necessary 

Low 93 

Priority #53: Campus Climate Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #1. Create a different name for the 

campaign (while retaining the name of HSI for the 

initiative).''Hispanic Serving Institution'' creates many 

images for the campus community including that of 

ONLY serving the Hispanic community to the detriment 

of other ethnic and social groups.  

No Longer 

Necessary 

Low 91 
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Priority #1: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation 

#2.  Expansion of the Excel Outreach Program: To create a pipeline of diverse high school students to 

MSU Denver by building long term relationships and offering admissions services on site in diverse 

feeder high schools.  

 

Budget:  

Requested 

funding and 

program 

implementation 

AY 08-09 

$169,000  

3 Outreach 

Counselors 

@$40,000.00 

salary 

w/benefits each 

for the first 

year.   

(Additional 

counselors for 

the next two 

years). 3-5 

Excel Student 

Ambassadors  

@$9.00/hr, 10-

15 hrs/week  

AY 09-10 

$209,000 

4 Outreach 

Counselors 

@$40,000.00 

each. 3-5 Excel 

Student 

Ambassadors 

@$9.00/hr, 10-

15 hrs/week 

   

AY 10-11 

$249,000 

5 Outreach 

Counselors 

@40,000.00 

each. 3-5 Excel 

Student 

Ambassadors 

@$9.00/hr, 10-

15 hrs/week  

AY 11-12 

$249,000 

5 Outreach 

Counselors 

@40,000.00 

each. 3-5 

Excel Student 

Ambassadors  

@$9.00/hr, 

10-15 

hrs/week 

AY 12-13
 

$249,000 

5 Outreach 

Counselors 

@40,000.00 

each. 3-5 

Excel Student 

Ambassadors 

@$9.00/hr, 

10-15 

hrs/week  

Actual funding 

and program 

implementation 

AY 08-09 

$111,100 

2 Outreach 

counselors 

@43,250 each 

w/benefits 

stimulus 

funded. 

($86,500 

compensation, 

and  $25,000 in 

kind 

Admissions 

programming 

budget) 

2 permanent 

counselors 

were funded, 

yet not allowed 

to fill the 

positions per 

VPSS.  

AY 09-10 

$111,100 

2 Outreach 

counselors 

@43,250 each 

w/benefits 

stimulus funded 

($86,500 

compensation, 

$25,000 in kind 

Admissions 

programming 

budget). High 

turnover due to 

the temporary 

nature of the 

funding source. 

6 schools in 

Adams County  

were served by 

existing 

admissions staff 

and 2 temporary 

EPCP 

counselors 

AY 10-11 

$111,100 

2 Outreach 

counselors 

@43,250 each 

w/benefits 

stimulus 

funded 

($86,500 

compensation, 

$25,000 in 

kind 

Admissions 

programming 

budget). 

Same as AY 

09-10 

AY 11-12 

$111,100 

2 Outreach 

counselors 

@43,250 each 

w/benefits 

base funded 

(86,500 

compensation, 

$25,000 in 

kind 

Admissions 

programming 

budget). 

 

AY 12-13 

$184,300 

2 Outreach 

counselors 

@43,250 each 

w/benefits 

base funded 

 (86,500 

compensation, 

$25,000 in 

kind 

Admissions 

programming 

budget) In 

addition to 

$73,200 base 

funding to hire 

program 

director 
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Activities/Actions:  

 Hired 2.0 FTE Outreach Counselors ($43,050 each w/benefits) on stimulus funds in AY 09-10.  

Funding requirements totaled $111,100 ($86,500 Salary, $25,000 programming budget). 

 Created student hourly pool with funds from Admissions operating budget, approximately 

$15,000.00.    

 Permanently funded 2 Outreach Counselors in AY 11-12  

 Permanently funded Director for AY 12-13 

 The program is funded by the Office of Admissions and is included under its operating 

budget.  The department’s operating budget has remained the same each year, and no additional 

funds were provided to the Office of Admissions to specifically fund the Excel Pre-Collegiate 

Program (EPCP). The budget covers both the Excel Outreach Program and the EPCP, although 

funds are primarily used for the EPCP.  

 

Sources of Information: Cynthia Armendariz, Director of Excel Pre-Collegiate Program, and 2010-2011 

and 2011-2012 EPCP data 

Accomplishments:  

 The EPCP provides on-site higher education counseling to all students regardless of the higher 

education institution they are interested in pursuing.  The goals of the program are to:  1) Assist 

students in reaching their higher education goals, 2) support school’s College going culture, 3) 

enhance parent awareness and involvement in their student’s education.  Examples of services the 

program provides to meet these goals include: college search, completing college applications, 

financial aid and scholarship search and applications, college essay, Accuplacer testing, campus 

visit opportunities, and bilingual (English/Spanish) workshops for parents.  

 The program has been operating in schools since spring 2010, and we are working through 

transition in schools and staff as the program continues to develop.  The program currently serves 

Adams City, Northglenn, Prairie View, Thornton, and Westminster high schools, all of which are 

located in Adams County.    

 Adams County was selected due to the diversity in its population, specifically in regard to its high 

number of Latinos.  In 2010-2011, we served 528 students, and 392 identified as Latino; while, in 

2011-2012 we served 717 students, and 473 identified as Latino.  The majority of the students 

identified as first-generation (371 in 10/11 and 404 in 11/12).  The total of number of applications 

completed also increased by 180 from 10/11 to 11/12.  The majority are MSU Denver 

applications, with 255 in 10/11 and 280 in 11/12.  On average the EPCP Counselors work with 30 

students each visit—these students include new and repeat visitors.  The total (new and repeats) 

number of students served in 10/11 was 1,914 and 11/12 2,367.   

 The program also provides students an opportunity to visit the Auraria Campus.  The students 

participate in a campus tour, the Tri-Institutional presentation, and the Everything College 

presentation.  Over 300 students have participated in this portion of the program.  Providing 

parents knowledge and information regarding the college process is very important, and the 

program provides workshops throughout the year at each school to educate parents in this area.  

Workshops include: College 101 (the basics), How to Pay for College, and Financial Aid Nights.  
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Financial aid application nights are highly attended with over 300 families participating in the last 

two academic years.   

Challenges: Funding, staff, retention of EPCP alumni at MSU Denver.  

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?  In progress. 

Although the program has successfully provided a college readiness program at the high schools, EPCP 

alumni who are enrolling at MSU Denver are not persisting towards graduation.  The EPCP is currently 

working on expanding the program to include a retention piece that will provide services to EPCP alumni.  

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high):  High 

Sources of Information:  Michelle Pacheco, Assistant Director of Admissions  

Accomplishments:  We added five (5) high schools since 2007, and provided high school counselors 

with information regarding the status of students’ applications on a monthly basis. 

Challenges:  Connecting to Banner at the high schools to access student records is a problem due to 

security and firewalls in place. Also, it is difficult to find reliable long-term student employees to assist 

with outreach.   

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?  In progress. 

The program is still active and viable   

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): High. Look at ways to 

increase recourses and include additional schools and time spent in them.  

Sources of Information:  Michelle Pacheco, Assistant Director of Admissions  
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Priority #2: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation 

#3.  Develop a M.O.U. with Community College of Denver (CCD) to facilitate: 

a. the transfer of students to MSU Denver 

b. the transfer of students denied admission due to HEAR deficiencies 

c. the retention of students who must take developmental coursework at CCD.  

d. We propose hiring a staff member to be the Enrollment Coordinator for these three 

processes. 

Budget:  

Requested 
funding and 

program 

implementation 

AY 08-09 

$72,000.00 

One Student Academic 

Success Staff at $47,000 

(Salary and Fringe). 3-5 

Student Workers. 

($25,000) Scholarship 

Funding for CCD. 

(Amount not identified.) 

 

AY 09-10 

$74,160.00 

with 3% 

increase per 

year 

AY 10-11 

$76,320.00 
AY 11-12 

$78,480.00 
AY 12-13

1
 

$80,640.00 

Actual funding 

and program 

implementation 

AY 08-09 

 
AY 09-10 

1 FTE 

Enrollment 

Coordinator 

$67,140.00 

AY 10-11 

 
AY 11-12 

 
AY 12-13 

 

 

Activities/Actions:  

 Hired 1.0 FTE, an Associate Director of Access and Retention@ $67,140 w/ benefits in 

March 2010, to work with specific groups of MSU Denver students  

 Hired 1 student employee $5,000.00/year  

 Pursuing $25,000 Scholarship Funding for CCD transfer students  

 With no additional staff we created Quick Start (QS) program in fall 2010; provides Metro 

Students who test at 060 in English and Reading to complete two levels of classes (060-090) 

in one semester.  Students who complete the program are considered to be college-level ready 

and transition into the First Year Success Learning Communities. 

 Additional services include tracking student mid-term grades. The Associate Director of 

Access and Retention began tracking mid-term grades and services to CCD students in the 

fall of 2012  

 Collaborated with CCD on Mordecai Grant, which will help DSF (78% of which are first-

generation) students transfer from CCD to Metro & UCD to complete their bachelor's degree. 

In July 2012, Admissions Transfer Services worked with students who were screened by DSF 

and were interested in/eligible for the program.  

 

Sources of Information:  Denver Scholarship Foundation (DSF), Student Academic Success 

Accomplishments:   

 

 Phase 1 – Start-up (Spring 2012): In Phase 1, DSF will collaborate with CCD and MSU Denver 

to identify and hire a CCD advisor, part-time evaluation assistant, and transfer admissions staff, 

and to assure efficient coordination for the pilot program's success.  Key milestones during Phase 
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1 include developing a student communication plan, establishing data collection timelines and 

templates, recruiting and training peer tutor-mentors, creating an annual calendar, and identifying 

eligible students.  Once staff members are in place, all DSF Scholars who are currently enrolled at 

CCD will receive information about the pilot program.   

 DSF anticipates 260 CCD Scholars in fall 2011.  Of these, approximately 89 percent (or 231 

students) have indicated a desire to achieve a bachelor’s degree.  DSF expects at least 40 of these 

students to be eligible to participate in the MTCI Pilot.  The pilot may serve up to 80 Scholars in 

the first year given adequate demand.  In the remaining years of the pilot, recruitment will yield at 

least an additional 20 Scholars per year, although DSF is prepared to accommodate up to an 

additional 40 Scholars per year if demand exists.   

 

Challenges:  For MSU Denver Transfer Counselor, the biggest challenge is having adequate time to work 

with the CCD scholars each semester and to provide direct programming for them.   Also, we have had 

some challenges figuring out how we can use a portion of the grant money to pay for programming for 

the students in the pilot.   

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?   Currently, our 

Transfer Counselor is working with 20 students interested in transferring to MSU Denver.  Since this is 

the beginning of a four-year program, we will have to evaluate the results at the program’s conclusion.   

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high):  Continue the program 

until the end of the grant.   

 

Accomplishments: 

 Hired 1.0 FTE Associate Director of Access and Retention in March 2011, to work with specific 

groups of MSU Denver Students taking remedial courses at the Community College of Denver 

(CCD). 

 Created the Quick Start (QS) program in Fall 2010; this provides MSU Denver Students who test 

at 060 in English and Reading to complete two levels of classes (060-090) in one 

semester.  Students, who complete the program, are considered to be college level ready and then 

transition into the First Year Success Learning Communities. 

 The Student Academic Success Center (SASC) currently offers face-to-face and online tutoring 

for students taking remedial classes.   

 SASC also provides tutoring support to help students improve their scores on the ACCUPLACER 

test.  The intent here is to help students test at the college level or into higher levels of remedial 

courses.   

 Additional services including tracking student mid-term grades will begin in Fall 2012. The 

Associate Director of Access and Retention, Chivonne Torres, will begin tracking mid-term 

grades and services to CCD students in the fall of 2013.  

 

Challenges: 

 CCD administration has been slow to respond regarding to securing classes and other requests 

submitted by MSU Denver. Some of this is due to the lack of an MOU detailing the relationship 

between CCD and MSU Denver. 
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 Due to the Massey bill, there is some confusion around the future of the program.  This is because 

the Quick Start program currently serves students who test at the 060 level in Reading and 

English.  The program is waiting for the institution to decide how it will handle students who test 

at the 060 level.    

 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?  

 The academic support section is complete and still necessary 

 As stated above, an MOU may need to be developed between CCD and MSU Denver.  However, 

with the introduction of the Massey Bill, this may not be needed anymore. 

 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high):  Medium 
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Priority #3: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #14.  

In-state Tuition for Undocumented students in order to remove barriers to education access and allow 

students who have graduated from a Colorado high school to pursue an affordable college education at in-

state tuition rates.  

Budget: None Requested 

 

Activities/Actions:  

 Since original recommendation, President Jordan and the Board of Trustees have supported 

the DREAM Act, which became in more recent iterations the ASSET Bill, introduced into the 

State Legislature to allow in-state tuition for undocumented students.   

 Upon the failure of the ASSET Bill during the 2012 legislative session, the 6
th
 time the 

legislation had failed, the Metro State Board of Trustees approved an institution crafted 

Colorado High School/GED Tuition Rate, on June 7, 2012.  

 This rate is unsubsidized and provides no state benefits, and it require students to pay the cost 

of their education, as follow: 

o In-state tuition 

o The student’s share of the College Opportunity Fund 

o The student’s share of the state-appropriated Fee for Service 

o A capital construction fee equal to 10% of their total tuition, COF, and Fee for 

Service amount 

 

Sources of Information: Enrollment Services. The University set a special tuition rate for undocumented 

students that had earned a GED or graduated from high school in Colorado.  This tuition rate is higher 

than the in-state tuition but lower than the out-of-state tuition.  This is as far as we can go as an individual 

institution.  The State Legislature can pass legislation, known as the ASSET Bill, to reduce the tuition rate 

to only in-state tuition.  We have supported and will continue to support the proposed Colorado ASSET 

Bill which would provide such a rate. 

Challenges:  By Colorado statute, we cannot provide State-funded resources.  Consequently, we have to 

charge undocumented students for the use of State resources and cannot provide them with COF.   

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?  Our tuition is 

complete until the legislature passes a bill supporting in-state tuition for these students.  We need to 

continue to lobby for the passage of in-state tuition.  The ASSET bill was introduced to the Colorado 

Legislature on January 15, 2013 with President Jordan publically supporting the Bill in the Legislature.  

As of the writing of this update report, the State Legislature is considering the ASSET bill with a strong 

likelihood of approval in March, 2013. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high):  High: Continue to work 

toward the passage of in-state tuition for undocumented Colorado HS graduates and GED recipients. 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?  Complete 

through MSU Denver initiative. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): High. 
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Following is the total Spring 2013 enrollment of undocumented students at MSU Denver disaggregated 

by gender, ethnicity, major, and high school graduation: 

  N % 

Total CO HS/GED Non-Resident 264 ---- 

Gender     

Female 156 59.1% 

Male 108 40.9% 

Age     

19 or Younger 111 42.0% 

20-24 131 49.6% 

25-29 18 6.8% 

30-34 2 0.8% 

35-39 0 0.0% 

40-44 0 0.0% 

45-49 0 0.0% 

50-54 0 0.0% 

55-59 2 0.8% 

60+ 0 0.0% 

Ethnicity/Race     

African American/Black 3 1.1% 

American Indian/Native Alaskan 0 0.0% 

Asian 10 3.8% 

Hispanic/Latino 231 87.5% 

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 0 0.0% 

Two or More Races 0 0.0% 

White 8 3.0% 

International Students 5 1.9% 

Missing/Other 7 2.7% 

Current Student Type     

High School 18 6.8% 

High School or GED/College 4 1.5% 

College Transfer 31 11.7% 

New Student Subtotal 53 20.1% 

Continuing 207 78.4% 

Readmit 4 1.5% 

FT/PT Status     

Full-Time 82 31.1% 

Part-Time 182 68.9% 
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Classification     

Freshman 153 58.0% 

Sophomore 65 24.6% 

Junior 34 12.9% 

Senior 12 4.5% 

Major* (Top 5 Indicated) N % 

(MGT) Management 25 9.5% 

                                          (PSY) Psychology  23 8.7% 

(BIO) Biology 18 6.8% 

(CJC) Criminal Justice & Criminology 15 5.7% 

(UNN) Nursing Interest 13 4.9% 
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Priority #4: Public Relations Subcommittee: Recommendation #2.  Internal Communications to keep 

faculty, staff, and alumni apprised of significant HSI newsworthy events. 

 

Budget: None requested.  

 

Activities/Actions:  

 HSI website is annually updated with regular updates in @Metro and an annual fall update by 

co-chairs. 

 An average of seven stories pertaining to the HSI initiative run in @MSU Denver each 

semester. 

 An HSI fact sheet has been created for internal and external distribution. 

 Created a microsite to support the undocumented tuition effort.  This site is utilized by 

internal and external audiences. 

 

Sources of Information:  Marketing and Communications staff  

Accomplishments:  We have created much content sharing our HSI successes with the MSU Denver 

internal community.   

Challenges:  Many members of the MSU Denver community are unaware and not reading the 

information provided.  

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?  In progress.  

We are in the process of conducting an internal communication audit and awaiting the findings and 

recommendations.  Based on this audit, we will implement strategies and tactics that better communicate 

University initiatives, including HSI. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high):  Medium. This is on-

going, and we must continue to keep the University community apprised of important updates to the HSI 

initiative. 
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Priority #5: Assessment Subcommittee: Recommendation #1. Pervasive Data Collection and 

Interpretation for All HSI Activities. The goal of this initiative is to understand the impact of all HSI-

related activities on the participants, whether they are students, staff, faculty, or community members. 

The proposal includes specific areas for data collection for recruitment, retention, student development, 

campus climate, public relations, faculty and staff development, curriculum development, and 

grantsmanship.  

 

Budget:  

Requested funding and program 

implementation 
AY 08-09 

$8042.00 10% of 

FTE 

AY 09-

10 

 

AY 10-

11 

 

AY 11-

12 

 

AY 12-13
1
 

$75,000.00 

Actual funding and program 

implementation 
AY 08-09 

 
AY 09-

10 

 

AY 10-

11 

 

AY 11-

12 

 

AY 12-13 

 

 

Activities/Actions:  

 1 FTE was allocated to OIR on stimulus and then permanent funding. However, that was not 

entirely the focus of this recommendation. Our first effort to find an appropriate assessment 

person for this work failed.   A request for a new person is in this year's budget request. 

 1.0 FTE requested in 12-13 budget @ $75,000 

 See priority #15 for long term alignment 

 

Sources of Information: Enrollment Services 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?  Incomplete. 

While there has been some advancement (OIR tracking demographics by majors and admissions 

identifying prospects by target areas) there is much work to be done. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high):  Low 
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Priority #6: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #1. 

Development and Implementation of a MSU Denver Pre-Collegiate Summer Program: To develop and 

implement an academic enrichment program for targeted middle and high school students designed to 

motivate and prepare first generation and underrepresented students in pursuit of their higher education 

goals.  

 

Budget: 6 phase program Summer 2008-Summer 2013 

 

Requested funding and 

program implementation 
AY 08-09 

$15,000.00 
AY 09-10 

$30,000.00 
AY 10-

11 

$350,000 

AY 11-

12 

$400,000 

AY 12-13
1
 

$450,000 

Actual funding and 

program implementation 
AY 08-09 

 
AY 09-10 

$15,000.00 
AY 10-

11 

 

AY 11-

12 

 

AY 12-13 

Director of Excel 

Program has assumed 

these duties 

        

Activities/Actions:  

 Director for Pre-collegiate Program position approved for AY 12-13. The objective is to grow 

from the current Excel outreach in admissions to support Excel expansion, combined with a 

summer scholar’s component to improve retention of these students.  

 

Sources of Information: Cynthia Armendariz, Enrollment Management 

 

Accomplishments:  Collaborating with Center for Urban Education, first Summer Camp will be provided 

in June/July 2013. 

 

Challenges:  Funding, staff, focused on Excel Pre-Collegiate Program development and implementation. 

 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?  In progress. 

The Excel Pre-Collegiate Program (EPCP) is collaborating with Center for Urban Education’s 9th Grade 

College Readiness Camp. Approximately 20 (per session) EPCP students transitioning from 8
th
 to 9

th
 

grade will join the June and July 2013 sessions.  The program provides tools and resources to help 

prepare students for college and future careers. 

 

Our goal is to follow these students through secondary and post-secondary (if enrolling at MSU Denver), 

and providing a scholarship to MSU Denver as an incentive for their participation in the program.  

 

Funding for execution and implementation of Excel must be secured for initial start-up for summer 2013, 

and will need to be increased as the program expands into summer 2014 and beyond. 

 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): High  
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Priority #7: Public Relations Subcommittee: Recommendation #1. External Communications to position 

MSU Denver as a leader at the state level for addressing the state's changing demographics.  

Budget: 

Requested funding 

and program 

implementation 

AY 08-09 

$40,000 Print 

$15,000 

Media 

AY 09-10 

$40,000 Print 

$15,000 

Media 

AY 10-11 

$40,000 Print 

$15,000 

Media 

AY 11-12 

$40,000 Print 

$15,000 

Media 

AY 12-13
1
 

$40,000 

Print 

$15,000 

Media 

Actual funding and 

program 

implementation 

AY 08-09 

$25,000.00 
AY 09-10 

$25,000.00 
AY 10-11 

$25,000.00 
AY 11-12 

$25,000.00 
AY 12-13 

TBD 

 

Activities/Actions:  

 $25,000 per year for AY 10/11 and 11/12 was been allocated for HSI marketing efforts. 

 These funds supported bilingual advertising through billboards, radio, TV and print ads.   

 In addition Marketing and Communications has a $35,000 sponsorship with Entravision, which 

includes three annual despierta segments and a $15,000 print sponsorship with La Voz – 

sponsoring their Mi Esquela series that runs Sept. through May. 

 Marketing and Communications provides media training to faculty and staff who are bilingual to 

better tell the MSU Denver story. A bilingual experts guide was distributed to Spanish news 

media. 

 

Sources of Information: Marketing and Communications, brand audit, focus groups, name change 

survey, monitoring of social media channels and one-on-one interviews. 

Accomplishments:  Topline findings of our 2012 Brand audit include the reputation of the University 

continues to grow stronger in the community.  MSU Denver is perceived as welcoming and nurturing, as 

compared to how this audience feels about other Colorado universities.  

Challenges:  The 2012 Brand Audit indicated that the Latino community still view us as a fallback school 

and not as a first-tier choice and recommended to enhance our Latino and cultural marketing and 

demonstrate our HSI commitment through a marketing plan that shares personal stories of success.  

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? Progress was 

made on this action, but more marketing and communication must be done in a more targeted fashion. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): High  
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Priority #8: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #24. 

Add Academic Advising staff to support HSI. Provide individualized advising and support programs to 

sustain retention and graduation of all students at MSU Denver. Advising is a form of teaching which 

facilitates the development of self-awareness and life planning skills, and prepares students for the future 

by helping them to identify and achieve meaningful educational outcomes that are compatible with their 

life goals.  

Budget:  

Requested funding 

and program 

implementation 

AY 08-09 

$76,480 

$32,000 salary 

+ $6,240 

benefits = 

$38,240 x 2 

(advisors)   

AY 09-10  

$155,254 

2 advisors x 

3% $78,774   

PLUS 2 new 

advisors 

$76,480  

TOTAL 4 

advisors   

AY 10-11  

$238,686 

4 advisors x3% 

$159,912  PLUS 2 

more new advisors 

$78,774 TOTAL 6 

advisors   

AY 11-12  

$245,847 

6 advisors 

(3% 

increase)   

AY 12-13
1
  

$253,222 

6 advisors 

(3% 

increase)   

Actual funding and 

program 

implementation 

AY 08-09 

1 advisor added 

03/09 

$10,000 

AY 09-10 

2 advisors, 

1  added 10/09 

$80800 

AY 10-11 

5 advisors, 1 added 

7/2010, 1 added 

8/2010, 1 stimulus 

$185,400 

$51385 (stimulus 

position) 

$236,785 

AY 11-12 

5 advisors 

$241,070 

AY 12-13 

7 advisors 

$341,491 

(est.) 

 

           

Activities/Actions: (Academic Advising, Fall 2012) 

 AY 08-09: Added FYS advisor (added late in AY) 

 AY 09-10 Added SPS advisor 

 AY 10-11 Added TED and 1 SCOBS advisors (2
nd

 SCOB advisor hired using stimulus funds) 

 AY 11-12 2
nd

 SCOBS position becomes permanent 

 AY 12-13 LAS Arts advisor* added and 2
nd

 SPS advisor approved. *Teaching not included in 

salary figures 

 Note 1: the estimated salary to hire new advisors would not have been competitive. Most advisors 

were hired in the range of $40,000-43,000 

 Note 2: Advisors are paid out of different budgets, so totals may not be exact 

 

No Further Update 
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Is the action complete? This is an ongoing effort that should be continued. 

 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Medium 
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Priority #9: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #26. 

Design faculty and staff development workshops on working with diverse student populations, classroom 

management, student development, curriculum development, and teaching theory. Prepare MSU Denver 

faculty and staff to successfully work with diverse student populations.  

Budget:  

 No new resources initially requested. Will need to be re-evaluated for resources as increased staff 

is served. 

 

Actions/Activities:  

 Beginning with a visit to MSU Denver by Mathew Ouellett in March 2009, the Center for Faculty 

Development has sponsored both workshops and faculty learning communities on the topic of 

teaching inclusively to diverse student populations. The most recent of these is a 2011/12 faculty 

learning community on migration and migrant students in the classroom. Every year, the CFD 

offers numerous workshops and one-on-one consulting to support faculty with both classroom 

management and teaching theory and practice. 

 Need to align with priority #32 

 

Sources of information: Center for Faculty Development; Office of Institutional Diversity, Center for 

Faculty Development 

Summary/Accomplishments: This work is ongoing. MSU Denver has and is continuing to follow 

through on the recommendation. There are numerous examples, including: 

 Site visit and workshops provided by Mathew Ouellett in March 2009 

 Year-long Faculty Learning Communities (FLCs) on teaching inclusively to diverse student 

populations in 2009-10, 2011-12,  and 2012-13 

 Annual Diversity Summit for MSU Denver faculty, staff, and students and for members of the 

community 

 Diversity training for supervisors (as part of the mandatory supervisor training), touching >500 

supervisors 

 Diversity Initiatives Funding, supporting approximately 50 programs/year 

 Availability to all faculty and staff of 2 relevant Webinars within the SkillSoft suite of products. 

 

Is the action complete? This is an ongoing effort that should be continued. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Medium 
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Priority #10: Campus Climate Subcommittee: Recommendation #5. Bring cultural events to campus for 

all backgrounds. To promote campus unity and tolerance for a broad range of cultures and traditions 

around the world. Hospitality towards those cultures already domiciled in the Metropolitan Denver area. 

This initiative would use the resources of the community to improve and enlarge the number and quality 

of ''cultural events'' on campus besides those already offered, e.g. time-off for MLK Day and celebrations 

for Cinco de Mayo. Although, these are important dates and events, they are somewhat symbolic rather 

than instrumental. More events should be created to truly educate the public/campus community on the 

richness and beauty of living a multicultural life. Events that recognize Asian, West African/Caribbean, 

Middle Eastern, and South American traditions should be added throughout the academic year. A 

committee can be formed to oversee the research and implementation of such events, i.e. MSU Denver 

Cultural Events Board.  

Budget: $10,000 one-time money for MSU Denver Cultural Events Board. Amount depends on 

activities. 

Actions/Activities:  

 Many programs and initiatives (including those listed below) have evolved since this 

recommendation in 2008. However, MSU Denver has not created a Cultural Events Board. 

 8th Annual Latino Leadership Summit   

 3rd Annual CO-LEADS Student Summit 

 CO-LEADS program evolved from the Multicultural Leadership Summit. 

 Health Center received the "2011 Community Partner Award" from Clinica Tepeyac for their 

ongoing contributions and collaborative efforts to support this Hispanic serving entity.  

 Supported Clinica Tepeyac's annual "Fiesta" fundraising event by purchasing two tables of ten 

and participated in Clinica's 2012 annual tortilla kick-off challenge (both Dr. Jordan participated 

as a celebrity tortilla roller and judge respectively.) 

 Health Center Physician Assistant served on regional Hispanic planning committee for healthcare 

summit coordinated by Clinica Tepeyac which was held at the Denver Performing Arts facility in 

2012. 

 

Sources of Information: Office of Diversity, Fall 2012 

Accomplishments: 

Challenges: This needs an ongoing budget and to be assigned to an individual and/or Cultural Events 

Board.  They should be charged with cataloguing what events already occur, who is responsible and their 

funding source.  They should then look for cultural event “gaps” and determine how to fill them in. 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?  It is not 

complete and it would be good to complete it. Recommend that it be housed in the Office of Diversity. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Medium 
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Priority #11: Assessment Subcommittee: Recommendation #2. Implementation and universal adoption 

of the Constituent Relationship Management System (CRM). The SungardHE constituent relationship 

management system (CRM) is a relationship building software tool that allows for the collection, 

tracking, streamlining, and synchronization of all the various communication and assessment efforts on 

campus for the recruitment, retention, and advancement of the students. In September 2007, MSU Denver 

began the partial implementation of the CRM by purchasing hardware, software, and hiring the personnel 

to create the necessary data warehouse and operational data store that will drive the analytics of such a 

system. Adoption of the CRM will be an extensive process, involving additional funding as well as a 

culture shift in the way that faculty and staff track interaction and communicate with students. A strong 

campus-wide initiative should begin as soon as possible to prepare the community to use this powerful 

tool. The ability of the CRM to provide good data for data-driven decisions in the HSI Initiative will 

depend on universal and consistent adoption of the tool by all HSI-related activities.  

Budget: 

Requested funding 

and program 

implementation 

AY 08-09 

$305,500.00 

(Budget cost for 

ODS/EDW/CRM 

approved fall 2007) 

AY 09-10 AY 10-11 AY 11-

12 

AY 12-13
1
 

 

Actual funding and 

program 

implementation 

AY 08-09 

 
AY 09-10 

$305,500.00 
AY 10-11 

RWT:$67,000 

Title III: 

$158,000 

AY 11-

12 

$17,450 

Title III: 

$77,000 

AY 12-13 

Title III: 

$358,600 

 

Actions/Activities:  

 After being on hold for several years due to lack of funding, a 5 year Title III grant was funded 

that helped to support the advancement of the BRM (new name for the CRM) for current 

students.  First, BRM for recruiting and admissions was implemented using Federal Stimulus 

Funds, and then the Recruiting and Admissions Performance (RAP) trend analysis module was 

installed with Title III grant funding, Unfortunately, RAP has not shown to be as strong as we 

desire. 

 Title III funds were used in summer 2012 to implement BRM for student retention and a sub-

module called Early Alerts.  This implementation targeted tracking contacts, especially those 

involving academic advising. 

 The Title III grant is also planned to pay for the purchase of the Student Retention Performance 

analytics tool in federal fiscal year 2013.  

 

 

 

Sources of Information: Rick Beck, Information Technology 

Accomplishments: (See above) 
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Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? In progress. 

Data Warehouse is installed but has problems. No data specialist exists. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): High. Revisit proposal 

and hire a data specialist that will assist with all tasks in the area of data research. 
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Priority #12: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #1.  Review and evaluate 

current policies, state statutes, and institutional controls regarding remedial (developmental) coursework.   

Budget: Additional funding for staff, mentors, and professional development will be needed. 

Requested 
funding and 

program 

implementation 

AY 08-09 

$72,000.00 

One Student 

Academic Success 

Staff at $47,000 

(Salary and Fringe). 

3-5 Student 

Workers. ($25,000) 

Scholarship 

Funding for CCD. 

(Amount not 

identified.) 

 

AY 09-10 

$74,160.00 

with 3% 

increase per 

year 

AY 10-11 

$76,320.00 
AY 11-12 

$78,480.00 
AY 12-13

1
 

$80,640.00 

Actual funding 

and program 

implementation 

AY 08-09 

 
AY 09-10 

1 FTE 

Enrollment 

Coordinator 

$67,140.00 

AY 10-11 

1 FTE 

Enrollment 

Coordinator 

$67,140.00 

AY 11-12 

1 FTE 

Enrollment 

Coordinator 

$67,140.00 

AY 12-13 

1 FTE 

Enrollment 

Coordinator 

$67,140.00 

 

Actions/Activities:  

 MSU-Denver has been working closely with CCHE in relation to planning for state reform of 

remedial education. With the passage of the Massey Bill in 2012, the state will begin allowing 4 

year colleges and universities such MSU-Denver to have more control over the curriculum and 

placement decisions for students who place just below traditional college level cut off 

scores.  Historically, there have only been 2 placement levels, (1), College Level and (2) 

Remedial. There will now be 3 levels of placement (per Massey bill).  

 Remedial: Reading, Math, English  

 College level with supplemental academic instruction. Instead of placing students at the 

traditional remedial level just below college level, into remedial courses at CCD, these students 

will be mainstreamed into college level classes with additional academic support. For instance, a 

student who places into a general studies math class with be provided with supplemental 

academic instruction (SAI). SAI options may include a 1-2 credit academic supplemental 

instruction seminar, peer study, tutoring, or utilization of auxiliary support programs (e.g. Khan 

Academy, Reading Plus). Participation in one of these options would be required of these 

students in addition to the 3 credit college level general studies math section.  

 College level: These changes should go into full effect by the 2013 fiscal year. According to 

Adelman (1999), students who place into remedial courses are much less likely to persist and 

graduate than those who place directly into college level courses. In addition to the new 
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placement levels, MSU Denver will begin mandating academic interventions for any student who 

does not initially place into college level and who wishes to make another attempt to place higher. 

We believe these changes will contribute to increased retention and success rates in the first year. 

 Increase effectiveness of remedial curriculum to ensure students are fully prepared with the skills 

necessary to be successful in MSU Denver classes. Create a new position in the Student 

Academic Success Center to Quick Start Program, designed to support the developmental needs 

of MSU Students in coordination with the Community College of Denver. 

 Improve the remedial course work and reduce the differences between students referred to the 

Community College of Denver from MSU Denver. If possible, the legal requirements that MSU 

Denver not offer remedial courses will be eliminated, or the process made seamless for the 

students. 

 Increase collaboration with the Community College of Denver; conduct a full analysis on their 

remedial Reading, English, and Math programs to determine if curriculum lines up with MSU 

Denver 1000 level classes. 

 Provide support in the form of tutors, mentors, and additional faculty resources to assist the 

students ate via a new position in in the Student Academic Success Center. That will help MSU 

Denver manage the remedial process more closely through the Quick Start Program.  

Sources of Information: Student Academic Success.  minutes/proceedings of CCHS subcommittee on 

this issue provided by Eric Dunker, MSU Denver’s rep to the committee, proceedings of the Khan 

Initiatives committee chaired by Randy Hyman. 

Accomplishments: As a result of Eric’s excellent work, an MSU Denver College Readiness Committee 

has been appointed by the provost, charged with responsibility to determine appropriate implementation 

steps in response to state statutory requirements. 

Challenges:  These three groups (statewide subcommittee, College Readiness Committee, Khan 

Initiatives task force) are working in parallel paths to ensure appropriate institutional response in making 

college credit bearing courses available to students who test just below the cutoff (essentially 090 

Accuplacer scores in English, Reading, Math).  Research evidence, noted above; support the concept of 

mainstreaming such students with supplemental academic support to better insure their successful 

completion of college gateway courses and moving forward down a path to degree completion. 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? In Progress 

The work of these groups must continue.  The statewide committee anticipates completion of its 

assignment within the next six months.  The two local groups (College Readiness Committee and Khan 

Initiatives task force) will continue to meet.  The Khan task force is already piloting SAI options in math, 

reading, and nutrition courses this spring (2013) in an effort to determine the efficacy of these SAI tools 

(Khan Academy, Reading Plus). 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high):  High 
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Priority #13: Assessment Subcommittee: Recommendation #4. A Living Retention Study. Assessment 

Subcommittee: Recommendation #4. A Living Retention Study. The goal of this initiative is to 

understand the issues that impact the retention of MSU Denver students. This program would study a 

cohort of 500 students currently enrolled in MSU Denver over the course of a semester. A retention 

specialist (a new staff position) would coordinate the program. Secondary support staff involved would be 

the staff of Student Academic Success and Academic Advising. Students would be proactively tracked, 

surveyed, and advised by the program's staff throughout the semester. Data collected would be 

quantitative, generated from the program's tracking activities, and qualitative, from the program’s 

advising activities. The results of this study would be used to impact how MSU Denver’s retention 

program is structured to impact at-risk students.  

Budget:  

Requested funding and 

program 

implementation 

AY 08-09 

$102,000.00 

(Retention Specialist $67,000 

salary plus benefits, Program 

Budget $35,000) 

AY 

09-

10 

 

AY 

10-

11 

 

AY 11-12 

 
AY 

12-

13
1
 

 

Actual funding and  

program 

implementation 

AY 08-09 

 
AY 

09-

10 

 

AY 

10-

11 

 

AY 11-12 

$20,550.00 (Data 

mining contract with 

Noel Levitz) 

AY 

12-

13 

 

 

Actions/Activities:  

 Position not funded. Transition in Student Affairs Assessment Director.  

 Student tracking system (BRM) in developmental phase 

 Student retention data mining project contracted with Noel Levitz 

o Prioritize students based on their retention scores, and find out how many students are 

expected to persist in each segment  

o Run key strategic reports summarizing the risk data on your entire student body or 

specific subpopulations  

o Customize the scope of student records included in your reports  

o Tailor reports to include exact information  

o Identify at-risk students and cohorts 

o Implement a systematic approach to student success, using a complete set of diagnostic 

subpopulation data to guide your efforts; 

o Enhance the effectiveness of your institution’s retention efforts by proactively using data 

to impact persistence; and 

o Create an early-alert plan that marshal’s your institutions resources most effectively, 

using the retention database as a guide. 

 

Sources of Information: Tina Moses. Interim Director Enrollment Data Management 
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Accomplishments: The data exchange with Noel Levitz has been done multiple times and a useable 

predictive model has been delivered.   The model allows for staff to deliver services to specific students 

and make data informed decisions. 

Challenges: The data exchange is not as seamless as it could be due to data integrity issues at MSU 

Denver.  Much time is spent cleaning files and trying to create accurate data. 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? In progress 

since this is an ongoing initiative 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Medium 
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Priority #14: Campus Climate Subcommittee: Recommendation #3. Schedule Town Hall meetings 

(open forum) and educational opportunities for students. Provide opportunities to the MSU Denver 

community for open forum discussions regarding the goals of the HSI initiatives and benefits. 

Additionally, these sessions will keep the initiatives at the forefront. This is envisioned to consist of three 

town hall meetings with the President of MSU Denver, HSI steering committee, and taskforce members 

with the main constituencies of the College, i.e., Academic Affairs, Student Services, and Student 

Government. Once effectiveness of these sessions have been assessed, the HSI taskforce may decide to 

take them outside of the College community.  

Budget: $750.00/year 

Activities/Actions: Hosted Annually 

 

Sources of Information: HSI Task Force Co-Chairs 

 

Accomplishments: Enrollment Services hosts Town Hall meetings annually during the fall semester. All 

associated costs are absorbed by Enrollment Services. 

 

Challenges: none 

 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? Action is 

complete, ongoing, and institutionalized by Enrollment Services until HSI status is reached 

 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Low  
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Priority #15: Assessment Subcommittee: Recommendation #3. Data Clearing House. The goal of this 

initiative is to create a clearinghouse and management structure for all data collected at the college. 

Conceptually the Data Clearinghouse represents the structure necessary to interconnect the data collected 

by retention programs, national assessment tests, academic departments, and localized assessment 

activities (surveys, focus groups, interviews, observations, etc.). The Data Clearinghouse will provide 

structure to the common collection of data to meet the strategic needs of the college. This structure will 

include the cross collaboration of all units of the college to standardize the way data is collected. The 

Data Clearinghouse will yield data that is relevant, and provide indicators that mark the progress of the 

HSI initiative.  

Budget: 

Requested funding and program 

implementation 
AY 08-09 

$83,400.00 

Data Management 

Specialist  

$68,400 salary w/benefits 

$15,000.00 Programming 

Budget  

AY 09-

10 

 

AY 10-

11 

 

AY 11-

12 

 

AY 12-

13
1
 

 

Actual funding and program 

implementation 
AY 08-09 

 
AY 09-

10 

 

AY 10-

11 

 

AY 11-

12 

 

AY 12-

13 

 

 

 Actions/Activities: (OIR, Fall 2012) 

 The data clearing house, now referred to as “data warehouse,” is in development with the BRM 

initiative. This will eliminate the need for the “shadow” databases that currently exist across 

campus, leading to inconsistent data across departments. 

 1 FTE was allocated to OIR on stimulus and then permanent funding. Unknown status regarding 

progress of this work at this time. The Data Standards & Strategic Reporting Committee has been 

working on defining the structure. In process of setting up a Data Governance website for the 

College: 

o Data Management Home 

o Data Stewards 

o Policies for Publishing MSU Denver Data Externally 

o Policies for Accessing MSU Denver Data 

o Forms for Requesting Access to Data 

o General Policies and Procedures 

o Student Data Dictionary 

o Catalog Data Dictionary 

o Admissions Data Dictionary 

o Financial Aid Data Dictionary  

o Finance Data Dictionary 
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o Accounts Receivable Data Dictionary 

o Human Resources Data Dictionary 

o Master Data Dictionary 

 

 Data Stewards for the various models are working on determining the definitions for the ODS / 

EDW metadata 

 Testing the set-up and processes over the next 6 months 

 Present recommendations to President and VPS for approval 

 Announce the site 

 The Data Standards & Strategic Reporting Committee membership is as follows: 

Ellen Boswell (Institutional Research), Chair 

Rick Beck (Administrative Computing) 

Yared, Belete (Admissions) 

Bill Bickerton (Administrative Computing) 

Jacqueline Bullard (Finance) 

Mohamed El-Shakh (Administrative Computing) 

Bruce Everly (Administrative Computing) 

Nathaniel Grimm (Budget) 

Cynthia Hejl (Financial Aid) 

Henry Nguyen (Student Accounts) 

Eriks Humeyumptewa (Office of the Registrar) 

Jinous Lari (Budget) 

Michelle Leboo (Financial Aid – Scholarships) 

Veronica Miera (Admissions) 

Tina Moses (Enrollment Services) 

Christina Nguyen (Student Accounts)  

Michael Nguyen (Financial Aid) 

Paula Martinez (Office of the Registrar) 

Haytham Sayed (Administrative Computing) 

Nicole Tefft (Human Resources) 

Sheila Thompson (Academic & Student Affairs) 

Sadie Vigil (Office of the Registrar) 

Megan Webb (Academic & Student Affair 

No Further Update 
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Priority #16: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #10. Review and evaluate full-

time tenure/tenure-track faculty issues in relation to teaching 1000 level courses, advising, and 

management of adjunct or graduate assistant teaching. 1. Improve instruction across the curriculum by 

providing consistency in content delivery by full-time faculty. 2. Improve the recruitment and retention of 

quality, diverse full-time faculty. 3. Provide professional development for full-time faculty. 4. Improve 

coordination between the Advising Center and academic departments. 5. Develop a plan for full-time 

faculty to work more effectively with adjuncts, supplemental instructors, and graduate assistants. 6. New 

full-time faculty need 6 hours of reassigned time in their first year, and 3 hours in their second for 

development and mentoring time. • The Director of General Studies should make certain that orientation 

include classroom management instruction, and training on how to maintain a culturally responsive 

learning environment. We should look at CU's Faculty Bootcamp model. Perhaps we should identify a 

General Studies Core Faculty. • Teaching general studies should be valued, and excellence in it should be 

rewarded and recognized in the Retention, Tenure and Promotion (RTP) process, annual evaluations, and 

Post Tenure Review (PTR) process. 

Budget: Salary for Director of General Studies or reassigned time for faculty. Additional money may be 

needed for workshops and training. 

Activities/Actions:  

 Relevant support brought by the Center for Faculty Development includes: 

 Workshops, faculty learning communities, peer instructional coaching cohorts, etc., to improve 

instruction across the curriculum. 

 Enhanced mentoring as part of a comprehensive early career faculty development program, to 

improve the recruitment and retention of faculty. 

 Enhancement of new faculty orientation to align with Metro State’s teaching mission. 

Sources of Information: Provost Vicki Golich; Associate Vice President Sheila Thompson 

 

Accomplishments:  

 

 There have been faculty orientations including classroom management instruction.  New faculty 

orientation (for affiliate faculty as well as tenure-track and category II) has included presentations 

from the Office of Equal Opportunity, conflict resolution, and the Student Conduct Office to 

assist faculty in gaining awareness of potentially difficult issues they might face in their classes 

and what resources are available to them if they find themselves in these situations.  This is not 

"classroom management instruction" per se, but assists in this area.  A workshop on student 

conduct and conflict is offered by the Student Conduct and Conflict Resolution Office. 

 The Diversity Office Director, Dr. Myron Anderson, provides training on how to maintain a 

culturally responsive learning environment, and on diversity and inclusive excellence at the New 

Faculty Orientation for tenure-track and category II faculty.  Also, the EEO Office Director, Dr. 

Percy Morehouse, also at New Faculty Orientation and at the Affiliate Faculty orientation, where 

he is accompanied by the Director of the Access Center, Greg Sullivan.  CFD workshops and a 
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faculty learning community have been offered on Universal Design.  There have also been 

discussions on the impact of stereotyping in American society and about reshaping identities. 

 The Deputy Provost and the Deans have improved job descriptions so they include important 

preferred qualifications that affect the recruitment of quality, diverse full-time faculty. 

 The new faculty evaluation system for tenure and promotion – with its explicit departmental 

guidelines that delineate what is required to achieve tenure and promotion and PTR – is a fairer 

system to all 

 The CFD has worked with the Diversity Office to develop mentoring programs for tenure-track 

faculty that should enhance our retention of diverse faculty as well as tenure and promotion of all 

tenure-track faculty 

 The Provost indicates that new full-time faculty would benefit from 6 hours of reassigned time in 

their first year, and 3 hours in their second, for development and mentoring time.  

 The Deans are working with Chairs to decrease the number of preparations for new faculty, 

which should ease their workload for class preparation. 

 The Provost indicates that teaching general studies should be valued, and excellence in it should 

be rewarded and recognized in the Retention, Tenure and Promotion (RTP) process, annual 

evaluations, and Post Tenure Review (PTR) process. With the new faculty evaluation system, 

which calls for more detailed and substantive letters from all review levels, faculty are receiving 

greater credit for their work in General Studies and First Year Success. 

 

Challenges: There is not presently a Director of General Studies, nor at this time are there any plans to 

have such a position.  

 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?  The action is In 

Progress  

 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): High 
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Priority #17: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #8. Identify new programs that 

will attract and retain Latino/a students based on national research and current/future trends. 

1. Attract, retain, and graduate more Latino/students by initiating academic programs in promising 

areas (for example Library Sciences and Computer Database).    

2. Make sure the curriculum of MSU Denver remains relevant to our students and the surrounding 

community. 

3. Serve our students’ academic needs better by implementing initiatives in remedial and graduate 

education. 

4. Partner with chambers of commerce, and use Census data to determine the emerging industries and 

professions MSU Denver graduates will be entering. 

5. Survey HSI colleges and universities across the country to determine programs of study that attract 

Latino/students, but that MSU Denver does not offer.  

Budget: None Requested. Funding for research, community outreach needed. One time for accreditation 

needs.  

Activities/Actions:  

 Developed graduate education 

Sources of Information: HSI Task Force 

Accomplishments: 

 Graduate education programs signed into legislation in 2009 

 In conjunction with priority #12, the passage of the Massey Bill in 2012, the state will begin 

allowing four-year colleges and universities, such as MSU Denver, to have more control over the 

curriculum and placement decisions for students who place just below traditional college level cut 

off scores.  Historically, there have only been 2 placement levels, (1), College Level and (2) 

Remedial. There will now be 3 levels of placement (per Massey bill). 

Challenges: 

OIR tracks students by majors, race, and ethnicity located: 

http://www.msudenver.edu/media/content/officeofinstitutionalresearch/documents/databook/majorsandmi

nors/Declared_Majors_by_School_Division_Major_Code_and_Ethnicity.pdf 

  However, the extent of its use by academic departments is unknown. 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? No work 

appears to have been done. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Medium 

  

http://www.msudenver.edu/media/content/officeofinstitutionalresearch/documents/databook/majorsandminors/Declared_Majors_by_School_Division_Major_Code_and_Ethnicity.pdf
http://www.msudenver.edu/media/content/officeofinstitutionalresearch/documents/databook/majorsandminors/Declared_Majors_by_School_Division_Major_Code_and_Ethnicity.pdf
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Priority #18: Campus Climate Subcommittee: Recommendation #4. Develop a campaign brochure. 

Develop a brochure that will resemble an 'elevator' speech that includes talking points for faculty and 

staff. HSI seems to be either not understood at all or misinterpreted. 

Budget: Funding not estimated. Discussion of needs include funds for remarketing pieces, printing 

materials, and distribution. 

Activities/Actions: No Update  

Sources of Information: HSI Task Force 

Accomplishments: Development of an HSI Progress Report Factsheet.  

Challenges: Whether or not the faculty is aware of the materials or the talking points appears to be an 

issue. 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? Complete and 

ongoing. Supported and institutionalized by Enrollment Services and Marketing and Communications 

until HSI status is met. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): High 
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Priority #19: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #17. 

First Year Bridge Program. Provide continuous academic and social support to students who participate in 

the Summer Bridge Program to increase first year retention rates. 

Budget: No cost estimate. Current funding for  Summer Bridge Coordinator.  

Activities/Actions: 

 Revamped Metro Summer Scholars to transition into FYS so our most academically at-risk 

students received two semesters of tandem support. 

 Linked to Priority #22: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #18. 

Sources of Information: Student Academic Success 

Accomplishments: 

 Currently, the Summer Scholars (SS) program works with students during the fall and spring 

semesters.  Some of our services are supplemented through the First Year Success program 

(FYS), as all SS participants are required to participate in FYS.  Some of the services included in 

the expanded SS program include the following: meetings with peer mentors, advising/course 

selection, invitations to student success workshops, and on-time coaching.  Since 2009, the fall-

to-fall retention rates for students have been higher than the general student population with the 

exception of 2010.  The following table shows the fall-to-fall retention rates for SS from 2009 to 

present. 

  

  2009 2010 2011 2012 

SS students in cohort 57 67 76 77 

SS students who completed the 

program 

57 (100% ) 64 (95.5%) 74 (98.0%) 75 (97.4%) 

SS students registered for fall at 

census date 

51 (89.4%) 61 (91.0%) 69 (90.7%) 65 (84.4%) 

SS Fall-to-fall retention 41 (80.3%) 36 (53.7%) 45 (65.2%) -- 
[1]

General population Fall-to-fall 

retention 

65.0% 64.7% 58.8% -- 

Challenges: 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?  In progress 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Medium 

 

 

  

https://metromail.mscd.edu/owa/?ae=Item&a=Preview&t=IPM.Note&id=RgAAAACux6IuoJ39QbzE5HWv3oDYBwBKq8sbrbMvRZZq3UQXWrS5ANjHPkxJAACUdij9Qw7TT4ABzREBkdfFAAbF3577AAAJ#_ftn1
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Priority #20: Assessment Subcommittee: Recommendation #5. Review and evaluate Academic Advising 

requirements and processes in the general studies and major/minors.   

1. Increase structure and consistency of academic advising requirements for all MSU Denver 

students.   

a. Improve training for academic advisors and departmental advisors to ensure consistent 

structure in scheduling and advice in relation to student progress and success pathways.  

2. Students will have a direct contact with an academic advisor at least twice during their first 30 

credits at MSU Denver.   

a. There is no universal college requirement at this time.  

3. Students will be given pathways or strategies to graduate in four or five years from MSU Denver.  

4. Students will meet with their major advisors at least twice per year, or for every 30 credits earned 

past general studies. 

Budget: TBD 

Activities/Actions:  

 Increase structure & consistency of academic requirements; unless we’re confident that we can 

advise all our students in the 3 or so weeks between the time the schedule is released and the first 

year students are eligible to register, we can’t ethically require advising. Once advising becomes 

required, getting down to a 300-1 ratio for professional advisors and 40-1 ratio for faculty 

advisors becomes an absolute necessity. 

 Four-year plans exist most often in relatively structured disciplines: Industrial Design, Aviation, 

Engineering Technology, in particular, but most of SPS, Teacher Education, Business, and some 

science disciplines. There is less incentive in the liberal arts disciplines. For undeclared students, 

the “road maps” have been more focused on the major selection process. 

 Academic Advisor Training: Academic advisor training is formalized. Ongoing training happens, 

but it could use more structure, and we’ve developed a team that’s working on that.  

 Faculty Advisor Training: building on work done with faculty advisors in SCOBS & SPS, Jason 

Janke developed a faculty advising handbook and related materials. Workshops on the basics of 

advising, on career advising (by Career Services), and on the new GS curriculum are in place, 

though lightly attended. Next step is to bring these on the road to the departments and target new 

faculty.  

 Meeting with an advisor twice per year or 30 credits (with our students, the distinction between 

those two would have a significant influence on how much advising capacity we’d need, actually) 

is the right goal. I don’t know that we can meet it at present, if “contact” is defined as a face-to-

face meeting. Other forms of meaningful outreach via BRM might be more plausible in the short 

term.  

 Universal advising requirements don’t mean better advising is happening, necessarily. Students 

can be inventive in circumventing such requirements, and individual faculty members and 

sometimes entire departments can defeat the purpose of the requirement (usually by just handing 

out the bit of information that’s supposed to signify advising has occurred, in Banner the 
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“alternate pin” is generally used for that purpose). Student circumvention isn’t usually a big 

problem—entire departments not buying in can cause serious damage, though. 

Sources of Information: Academic Advising  

Accomplishments: (See above) 

Challenges: (See above) 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?  In progress. 

More could be done through the Advising Advisory Council. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): High 
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Priority #21: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #3. Review and evaluate 

institutional practices in relation to the implementation and enforcement of prerequisites. 

a. To aid in the retention of all MSU Denver students.  

b. To create a solid, sensible pathway from initial enrollment to graduation.  

c. To stop students from taking on course work they are not academically prepared for.  

i. Remove the “Banner enforced” box on new course forms, and make any and all 

listed prerequisites automatically banner enforced.  

ii. Ensure institutional accountability that each department is properly enforcing 

prerequisites.  

iii. Review college policy in relation to enforcement of prerequisites. 

Budget: None requested.  

 Activities/Actions:  

 A workgroup consisting of key enrollment staff, Department Chairs and IT personnel to develop 

processes for implementation of existing policies related to remedial and general studies 

enforcement and completion within the first 45 credits. (Rec #21 combined with Rec #31) 

 

Sources of Information: HSI Task Force 

Accomplishments:  

 The enforcement of prerequisites section of the Regular Course Syllabus has not been 

removed.  However, an action listed in the 2012 strategic plan is to move in this direction.  The 

School of Business has made the most progress in updating course syllabi to require Banner 

enforcement of prerequisites and efforts to do so more broadly are underway in the School of 

Professional Studies.  Because there has not been an institution-wide policy, this is a substantial 

culture shift for many faculty and academic programs.  The School of Letters, Arts and Sciences 

Associate Dean has articulated this difficulty on more than one occasion.   Beginning in Fall 

2012, the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee shared the following with the School 

Curriculum Committees: 

 If a course has prerequisites that are not banner enforced, they should expect the FSCC to ask for 

a justification of this decision.This only applies to new and updated courses submitted this year, 

but it is a step toward raising awareness of the reasons for clearly articulating and enforcing 

prerequisites. 

Challenges: Changing the existing culture that has not required enforcement. 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? Not complete, 

still necessary.  

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Medium  
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Priority #22: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #18. 

First Year Success Program. To continue the development and implementation of a program for all first-

time-to-college students and success courses for all first-time-to-college students and transfer students.  

 

Budget: Linked to Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation 

#24.    

Requested funding and program 

implementation 
AY 08-

09 

$2,000.00 

AY 09-

10 

 

AY 10-

11 

 

AY 11-

12 

 

AY 12-

13
1
 

 

Actual funding and program implementation AY 08-

09 

 

AY 09-

10 

 

AY 10-

11 

 

AY 11-

12 

 

AY 12-13 

 

 

Activities/Actions:  

 Since 2008 staff members developed an integrated and tandem Metro Summer Scholars and First 

Year Success Program for summer-fall 2009. Also worked with a cross functioning team of 

admissions, orientation, FYS and other key enrollment personnel to revamp and grow Student 

Orientation Advising and Registration sessions, which fueled enrollment in the FYS program. 

(Rec #19 combined with Rec #22) 

 FYS director hired spring 2010 

Sources of Information: LAS Dean, Joan Foster,  FYS Director, Sandra Posey and, AVP Student 

Success Randy Hyman 

Accomplishments:  Increased retention rate of students in FYS.  Increased faculty involvement in FYS.  

Increased integration of FYS and General Studies. 

Challenges:  Increasing the involvement of full time faculty.  Course scheduling that facilitates paired 

classes and benefits both the students and the academic department. 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?   This is still in 

progress.  It needs to be further integrated into the academic programs and have greater participation of 

full time faculty.  President Jordan has set the goal of having 80% of the FYS classes taught by full time 

faculty by Fall 2017. Students are not yet required to participate. This will be a large step and will require 

consultation and coordination with Faculty Senate. In addition the committee felt that the program will 

need to have flexibility for students, particularly with regards to scheduling issues. President Jordan’s 

goal is admirable but may be difficult to accomplish. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): High 
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Priority #23: Campus Climate Subcommittee: Recommendation #2. Create a web site that will include a 

place for FAQs as well as a BLOG so visitors may ask more questions and gain additional feedback. This 

site will include sections for FAQs, BLOGs, Case Studies, ''Ask HSI'' portion, Open Forums (different 

subjects), a diversity quiz with prizes to randomly pick students, and much more information. This site 

will educate the campus on how becoming an HSI will benefit everyone as well as a location that the 

campus community can have their questions answered.  

Budget: Funding not estimated. 

Activities/Actions: HSI website created and linked from President Jordan’s homepage. 

Sources of Information: HIS Task Force 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?  Complete and 

ongoing supported and institutionalized by Marketing and Communications. 
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Priority #24: Faculty and Staff Development and Grantsmanship Subcommittee: Recommendation #2. 

Provide on-going professional development opportunities that both faculty and staff can use in their 

tenure/tenure-track and employee evaluation processes.  

Budget:  

Requested funding and 

program 

implementation 

AY 08-09 

$59,000.00  

(HACU Conference, National Multicultural 

Institute, In-service training & roundtable 

discussions, training resources and institutional 

memberships) 

AY 

09-

10 

 

AY 

10-

11 

 

AY 

11-

12 

 

AY 

12-

13
1
 

 

Actual funding and 

program 

implementation 

AY 08-09 

 
AY 

09-

10 

 

AY 

10-

11 

 

AY 

11-

12 

 

AY 

12-

13 

 

 

Sources of information: Center for Faculty Development; Office of Institutional Diversity; Department 

Guidelines; Denver Hispanic Chamber of Commerce 

Summary/Accomplishments:  

 Established professional development for faculty under the Center for Faculty Development is 

made available to faculty (see above, in response to Recommendation #26 of the Recruitment, 

Retention and Student Development Subcommittee) 

 Whether such workshops and trainings can be applied in staff employee evaluation processes 

depends on the competencies (for classified staff) and goals (for administrative staff) that are 

articulated as appropriate for the individual’s roles and responsibilities. 

 Faculty evaluation standards are set by Department Guidelines: A review of current Department 

Guidelines shows that 19 departments make mention of “diversity,” “cultural diversity,” “cultural 

awareness”, “culturally responsive [students],” “diverse urban environment/population,” and 

“valuing diverse experiences.” However, following the changes to faculty evaluation in 2011 and 

2012, faculty typically get “credit” for attending PD events (workshops, etc.) regardless the topic. 

 MSU Denver has partnered with the Denver Hispanic Chamber Education Foundation to create 

and offer a Leadership program.  For the last two years, since the program began, MSU Denver 

staff have participated through the University’s funding of their participation, and we expect this 

to continue. 

Challenges: A similar program for professional development should be implemented for staff members 

as well.  This could be an office replicating or mirroring the Center for Faculty Development, that is, 

establish a Center for Staff Development to provide for increased staff career advancement. 
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Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? Providing for 

professional development activities is an ongoing effort that should be continued.  Further applying such 

PD activities for faculty/employee evaluations may merit some reconsideration. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): High 
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Priority #25: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #9. Review and evaluate part-

time faculty issues in relation to consistency of content delivery, training, and support, retention, and 

position levels.  

a. Improve instruction across the curriculum by providing consistency in content delivery by part-

time faculty.  

b. Improve retention of students (including Latino/a student’s) taught by part-time faculty.  

c. Improve the retention of quality part-time faculty.  

d. Provide professional development for part-time faculty.  

We should evaluate and implement the recommendations of the Adjunct Task Force, especially with 

regard to issues concerning orientation,            training, retention, inclusiveness, and classification and 

designation of part-time faculty. In addition, we should make certain that orientation and training 

include classroom management instruction, and training on how to maintain a culturally responsive 

learning environment.  

 

Budget: Initiative is tied to Adjunct Task Force. The costs associated with that will cover this 

recommendation.  

 

Activities/Actions: The CFD has expanded affiliate faculty orientation, now offered 3times per year. 

Affiliate faculty members are welcome participants in workshops, FLCs, and Peer Instructional 

Coaching cohorts. Both the CFD Web site and the CFD subscription to Magna Commons offer 

instructional resources available 24/7 to affiliate faculty. 

Sources of information:  Center for Faculty Development, Deans LAS and SPS 

Accomplishments: 

 While we do offer the orientation 3 times per year, really it is just one orientation on two different 

days in the fall and one day in the spring (it just seems a bit misleading to me—could read better 

"fall and spring" or something).  In addition to the "welcome participants" part, we do also invite 

Affiliates to attend the Teacher-Scholar Forum for free, which can be a huge help toward 

instruction.  In addition to the website and the Magna Commons availability, we also provide the 

Teaching Professor publication to all departments and affiliates can access that.  Regarding the 

CFD website, it could be made more clear that there are many instructional support materials, 

links to articles, other bibliography, etc. (it just sounds like they could get on the website like 

anyone else as it is written below—could be more explicit regarding WHAT the website 

provides).  Finally, affiliates were invited to join the Course Redesign project cohort, and many 

were accepted and are now paired with tenured or tenure-track faculty for this project.  This will 

help specifically with point a. below, because it will make redesign efforts consistent among 

affiliate and full-time faculty. 
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 We do syllabi audits to ensure that all affiliates are working from the master syllabi and covering 

the same content.  We have chairs peer review affiliate faculty at least once per year.  We monitor 

SRIs of affiliate faculty.   

 We’ve tried to tighten up curriculum, especially with the new General Studies 2012.  

Challenges: 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?  In progress. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Medium 
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Priority #26: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #7. 

Journey Through Our Heritage/Jornada de Nuestra Herencia. The mission of Journey Through Our 

Heritage is to increase the historical and cultural knowledge bases of the high school students who 

participate in the competition through the utilization and eventual institutionalization of El Alma de la 

Raza, a multi-cultural curriculum currently being utilized in Denver Public Schools. By hosting this 

event, MSU Denver will increase awareness of our institution as a viable collegiate option for the 

participants, their families, and the high schools represented by creating an environment where the 

College can share information about its programs and services.  

 

Budget: 

Requested funding and program 

implementation 
AY 08-09 

$19,500.00 
AY 09-

10 

 

AY 10-

11 

 

AY 11-12 

 
AY 12-

13
1
 

 

Actual funding and program 

implementation 
AY 08-09 

 
AY 09-

10 

 

AY 10-

11 

 

AY 11-12 

$19,500.00 
AY 12-

13 

TBD 

 

Activities/Actions: (JTOH, Fall 2012) 

 In Dec. of 2009 stimulus funds allowed MSU Denver to hire a full time coordinator who could 

oversee the project. This enabled the program to develop internally so that events could be 

coordinated, more high school teams could be recruited and more MSU Denver work study 

students could be supervised and trained. In 2010 the coordinator position facilitated the  project 

expansion  by including 21 MSU Denver college mentors ( as opposed to five mentors in 2008), 

eleven high school teams  with a total of 78 students (from only six teams and 30 students  in 

2008) and added fifteen non- profit partners that now work with all students in community 

outreach projects. 

 For the 2010-2011 and 2011-2012 seasons, MSCD college mentors were able to incorporate over 

a dozen special events into the JTOH program. College JTOH mentors were committee members 

for numerous community events including Dia de Los Muertos (fall 2010/fall 2011) and the Cesar 

Chavez Peace and Justice Marcha (spring 2011/spring 2012), Denver Women’s Press Club 

Spring workshop( spring2011/spring2012), Café Cultura MSCD  Poetry Slam( spring 

2011/spring 2012), and the Aurora Fox Theater Cultural Concert Series (reaching over 5000 

grade school youth in 2011 and 2012).This was in addition to the five special on campus 

competitive events that the JTOH host for 10 high schools annually.  

 On campus JTOH college   mentors helped incorporate   community groups and high school 

students in a plethora of activities including Dolores Huerta symposium, Peace and Justice 

Symposium, Castro Visiting professorship, La Raza Youth Conference, Latino Summit, Mauricio 

Sara via Café Cultura Poetry Series, and the Mexican Revolution. High school teams were given 

extra points for attending these events and rewarded with trophies for community service. 

 In the fall of 2011, MSCD allotted $19,500 through the Hispanic Serving Institute to be used as 

operating budget for the JTOH program.  This money was to be used specifically to provide 

services and program needs of the students involved.   One of the most crucial components of the 
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JTOH program was to make it a living experience for both high school students and college 

students with tangible rewards attached to participation in the program.  

 In regards to rewards, we have found that food, entertainment, parking passes, trophies and 

stipends for seniors are great incentives to ensure our high schools teams stay motivated to 

participate in the project throughout the year. These perks allow us to build a community between 

the college and high school students. Attached you will find the 2011-2012 program expenses 

budget. In addition this money allowed the JTOH program to provide, student t-shirts,  catering 

for events, cultural  books,  travel to training conferences and the  National Association of 

Chicana /Chicano  Studies , office supplies and artist stipends. 

 Visiting artist account for approximately 2% of the total gross budget ($141,500) and account for 

a $4,000 expense. The rationale behind this expenditure is that statistically we know that the 

strongest method of reaching students from Title I schools is through the use of the arts. 

Chicana/o students respond well to programs that incorporate artist and hands on arts experiences. 

It is one thing to read about the many people who contributed to the history of Chicano 

Movement in an academic context but to bring people to the students who represent the many 

pieces of our culture adds dimension to what the students study. We have been able to offset this 

expense with an additional grant  from ACE Community Challenge School of $10,000.Part of this 

grant is also used to fund a summer leadership project at La Alama Park that runs for 5 weeks 

June 20-July 20, 2012. This unique camp is run entirely by JTOH mentors and staff.  

 In the fall of 2011 and spring of 2012 professional artisst were hired to work with all the high 

schools on mural painting techniques for use in the Cultural Expression Competition.   Poets and 

musician were also hired to work with students to prepare for the on campus Café Cultura in 

April of 2011 and the National Endowment for the Arts Poetry Out Loud Competition in March 

of 2012. Artist from every conceivable Chiacana/o art form have been presented at all events to 

familiarize students with the rich and diverse living culture of Latinos throughout the world.  

 Another outcome of the H.S.I.  Monies are that this year we will publish a 45 page professionally 

edited La Jornada JTOH Spring Journal Vol. III. It is an anthology of students writing and art 

work that includes over 105 individual writings from high school and college students. One 

hundred fifty copies of the journal will be printed to be given to every high school student, 

teachers, college mentor and non- profit organization. Ed Winograd a former professor of 

English  and professional translator spent two months editing and a team of graphic designers 

have spent two weeks designing the journal. 

 In 2011-12 a professional photographer was hired (at a substantial discount) to spend attend all 

high school team events. The events were meticulously documented with photos, then edited onto 

disk for every high school team and also utilized in building the JTOH web site. This photo 

documentation was deemed valuable because in prior years we had only poor quality photos and 

no way to give the schools a recorded history of their teams participation. More importantly we 

had no visuals to show potential funders and need these photos to be able to present at grant 

reviews.    

 Certain cost is associated with hosting the five on campus programs that are traditional JTOH 

events. The Welcome Back, Cultural Expressions, Jeopardy, Poetry Slam and the Awards Bar B 

Que need to represent quality and highlight the positive aspects of the campus and the JTOH 

program. The H.S.I. money made it possible to present these events in this manner.  

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?  Complete and 

Ongoing. Program has been established, supported, and institutionalized by Chicano Studies Department. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high) :Low  
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Priority #27: Campus Climate Subcommittee: Recommendation #7. Create an institutional Master 

Calendar. This calendar will highlight ongoing diversity events at MSU Denver. This will engage the 

college community in activities that promote diversity. (HSI Task Force, Spring 2008) 

Budget: None requested. Only staff time required. 

Activities/Actions:   

 Some advancement. Hope to continue progress with Web CMS. 

 The Office of College Communications has taken a leadership role in the development of an 

institutional master calendar. Though in the initial phases, work looks promising. (Rec. #27) 

Sources of Information: Marketing and Communications 

Accomplishments: Events at MSU Denver and Alumni Events are online and published on a regular 

basis. Many of the events include diversity programming and events.  

Challenges: All inclusive. Not just diversity.  

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? : Complete  

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Low 

 

 

 

  

http://www.msudenver.edu/MetroCal/
http://www.msudenver.edu/alumni/events/
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Priority #28: Campus Climate Subcommittee: Recommendation #8. Create a showcase multicultural 

environment on campus. The goal is to showcase and integrate the history, art, and influence of 

historically underrepresented minorities on the Auraria campus, specifically on MSU Denver 

properties. 

Budget: No estimate. Funding not estimated, but may need funding for artwork, food, incentives for 

faculty to adopt multicultural curriculum.  

Activities/Actions:  

 The Office of Enrollment Services has worked closely with Carlos Fresquez, Assistant 

Professor of Painting to showcase student artwork and promote a multicultural environment 

on campus. (Rec. #28) 

Sources of information: HSI Task Force, Sean Nesbit Facilities Management 

Accomplishments:  

 Facilities management continues to display and support student artwork and industrial design 

in the Student Success building and the Hotel Learning Center. 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? Complete 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Low 
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Priority #29: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #11. 

Develop a campus-wide Early Alert Warning system. Identify students needing academic intervention 

and support on a broader basis than can be accomplished with current staffing resources.  

Budget:  

Requested funding and 

program implementation 
AY 08-09 

272,320.00 

(2 Administrative Assistants for registrar; 4 

Academic Coordinators for Student 

Intervention Services) 

AY 

09-

10 

 

AY 

10-

11 

 

AY 

11-

12 

 

AY 

12-

13
1
 

 

Actual funding and 

program implementation 
AY 08-09 

 
AY 

09-

10 

 

AY 

10-

11 

 

AY 

11-

12 

 

AY 

12-13 

 

 

Activities/Actions:  

 Awaiting BRM.  • After the software is implemented, the school will be able to identify students 

who are not doing well within the first two to three weeks (Early Warning) into the semester.  

This will allow for advisors to connect with students to help them be successful.  

Sources of Information: Student Academic Success, IT 

Accomplishments: Currently, MSU Denver is planning to use a component of the new Banner 

Communication Management (BCM) system to better serve students.  This component includes an Early 

Alert functionality, which will incorporate a wide range of faculty input regarding student progress in 

course activities.  Early Alerts will gather behavioral information (missing classes, failing tests, etc.) 

within the first four weeks of semester and mid-term grades at week eight.  This system will replace the 

current Academic Alert program by eliminating the paper forms (bubble sheets) with a convenient, online 

feedback interface and expanded capabilities for identifying and intervening with students in a timelier 

manner.  (Source – http://www.mscd.edu/asa/about/titleiii/advisingactivities/)   An Early Alert Working 

Group, consisting of key faculty, staff, and administrators, was created to help identify and review the 

current academic intervention and support policies and to define how these support structures align with 

the new features in the Early Alert system.  The program will have its first pilot in fall 2013. 

Challenges: The vendor has been slow to respond to important tasks as outlined by MSU Denver.  Some 

of this is due to the newness of the product.  

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? In progress 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Should move forward 

with a high priority. The technical issues seem to be the highest priority at the moment. The committee 

http://www.mscd.edu/asa/about/titleiii/advisingactivities/
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also expressed concerns over the necessity of ensuring faculty participation, whether or not students 

would be automatically notified, and/or contacted by a person.  
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Priority #30: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #2. Review and evaluate the 

design, curriculum, and implementation of MSU Denver’s First Year Success Seminar.  

1. Increase success and transitional experience for first year college students. 

2. Foster collaboration between the First Year Success program and key departments on campus that 

will have influence on the curriculum and implementation of the initiative.  

The format recommended by fall 2009 or fall 2010 is for professors to submit proposals regarding 

their interests in a current event topic that relates to their field. They will infuse that curriculum with 

that of a one-credit college success course and this will become a 3-credit seminar by fall 2009 or fall 

2010. This program must infuse high expectations, writing/research, and cover a relevant, engaging 

topic. The curriculum must be approved through appropriate channels. Administrators and faculty can 

pair up and co-facilitate. A peer mentor will also be assigned to each class.  

Budget: None Requested.  

 No Update 
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Priority #31: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #9. 

Require freshman students to complete developmental coursework within the first 45 credit hours of 

coursework.  

Budget: None requested. Current staffing levels sufficient for implementation. 

Activities/Actions:  

 A General Studies Implementation task force was convened and made progress on this issue. 

Holds are placed on students who test into remedial level coursework, and students must 

complete a Blackboard tutorial and pass a quiz to have hold removed. 

Sources of Information: Academic Advising, Faculty Senate minutes 

Accomplishments:  In addition to this requirement regarding completion of developmental coursework 

the Faculty Senate approved a policy for all MSU Denver students that obligates them to complete the 

Written Communication, Oral Communication, and Quantitative Literacy requirements in the General 

Studies program.  Registration holds will be used to enforce this policy. 

Challenges: This policy was developed without a clearly articulate plan that outlines institutional steps to 

enforce the plan.  Considerable concern has been expressed over the language in the current policy (may 

only enroll …..suggest “must”) that has serious implications for enrollment, persistence, and revenue. 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? In progress. 

Activity on this front is not complete but is on-going.  The General Studies and Curriculum committees of 

Faculty Senate are reviewing both the wording of the existing policies, potential avenues for enforcement, 

and appropriate mechanisms for communicating all of this to students and faculty. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high):  High 
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Priority #32: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #21. 

Develop an Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program in order to help retain students and increase 

student engagement by providing and supporting opportunities for students to engage in research, and 

transform and apply knowledge.  

Budget:  

Requested funding and 

program implementation 
AY 08-09 

$225,000.00 

($40,000.00 program funding grants, 

$20,000.00 research conference, $65,000.00 

program director total over 4 years) 

AY 

09-

10 

 

AY 

10-

11 

 

AY 

11-

12 

 

AY 

12-

13
1
 

 

Actual funding and 

program implementation 
AY 08-09 

 
AY 

09-

10 

 

AY 

10-

11 

 

AY 

11-

12 

 

AY 

12-13 

 

 

Activities/Actions: FY 11-12 supported two faculty associates with this responsibility reporting to the 

Applied Learning Center; first campus wide event 04.20.12. 

Sources of information: The Applied Learning Center, Center for faculty Development, and the 

Associate Vice President for Academic and Civic Collaboration. 

Summary/Accomplishments 

 In 2011, the newly renamed Applied Learning Center began coordinating the Undergraduate 

Research Program. 

 An Undergraduate Research Program Advisory Council, made up of faculty and staff, provides 

guidance to the Undergraduate Research Program. 

 The first annual Undergraduate Research Day took place on April 20, 2012. The second annual 

Undergraduate Research Conference: A Symposium of Scholarly Works and Creative Projects 

will take place on May 3, 2013. 

 Currently, three faculty work on reassigned time with the Applied Learning Center to advance 

Undergraduate Research in each of the three Schools. 

 One full-time staff member in the ALC provides support for Undergraduate Research. 

 The 2013/14 budget request for Undergraduate Research is $86,000. This includes the cost of 

reassigned time for Faculty Associates and support budget for mini-grants and the annual 

Conference. This figure excludes the salary of the above-mentioned dedicated support staff. 

Is this action complete? In progress. Current funding and activities are on par with what was originally 

recommended. The original recommendation included, as measurable outcomes, “Measure retention rates 

of students participating in UR. “Measure rates of graduation and acceptance to graduate school of 

students participating in UR.” These measures have not yet occurred, as the program is still relatively 

new. 
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Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high):  Medium 
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Priority #33: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #11. Review and evaluate 

faculty diversity and culturally responsive teaching in relation to achieving institutional multi-culturalism 

in the content and delivery of the curriculum. Develop curriculum about Latinos to include in the 

Multicultural Studies Graduation Requirement.  

1. Further develop the efforts already underway to create and transmit curriculum about Latinos.  

2. Ensure that the curriculum about Latinos reflects the various backgrounds of Latinos in Colorado 

and throughout the United States.  

3. Establish academic requirements for faculty to be met in order to be assigned to teach courses that 

receive credit for the Multicultural Studies Graduation Requirement 

Budget: None requested. 

Sources of information: Deputy Provost and Center for Faculty Development 

Summary/Accomplishments:  

 Concerns have been raised that there are varying expectations that faculty who teach 

Multicultural-designated classes have formal background or training in multicultural studies 

before being assigned such classes, such as requirements for formal graduate training in 

Multicultural Studies, refereed presentations in professional association conferences on 

multiculturalism, and refereed publications in this area. 

 In 2008, members of the Faculty Senate Multicultural Committee met with the Deputy Provost 

and the Director of the Center for Faculty Development to describe and discuss the challenges of 

ensuring that culturally responsive teaching characterized instruction in Multicultural-designated 

courses. This meeting led to the campus visit in workshops by Matthew Ouellett in March 2009. 

 Additional professional development opportunities have followed (see updates to Recruitment, 

Retention and Student Development Subcommittee recommendation #26 and Faculty and Staff 

Development/Grantsmanship Subcommittee recommendation #2). 

 No across-the-board expectation has been established that faculty members teaching Multicultural 

classes have background and training in multicultural studies. 

Is this action complete?  There is a well-established Multicultural Curriculum Review Committee in the 

Faculty Senate.  However, it is not clear how explicitly or rigorously they continue to formally review 

culturally responsive teaching appropriate for HSI considerations.  Further investigation should review 

the formal expectations that have or have not been established for faculty members teaching 

Multicultural-designated courses with respect either to their background and training or to ongoing 

professional development. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): High 
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Priority #34: Campus Climate Subcommittee: Recommendation #6. Increase support for the Student 

Academic Success area. Develop a review board for ongoing assessment and development of the Reece 

Learning Community. The review board should include members from various Support Services 

(Tutoring Center, Access Center, Academic Advising, Orientation, Counseling Center, etc.), 

representatives from Academic Affairs, faculty members, and Denver Public Schools (DPS) K-12 

representatives. This review board would make recommendations for strategically increasing the support 

of the Academic Success area. 

Budget: No estimate 

Activities/Actions:  

 No update. 

Sources of Information: Derrick Haynes, Director, Student Academic Success 

Accomplishments: Creation of the new AVP for Student Success which was filled during the summer of 

2012. 

Challenges: The recommendation was designed to look at program components that have now grown 

into the First Year Success program.  Early in the history of FYS (2005-2006), the Reece Learning 

Community (RLC) was a collaborative effort between the director of Student Academic Success (Janell 

Lindsey) and director of Academic Advising (Skip Crownhart).  The main focus of RLC was to provide 

provisional students with paired classes (learning community).  This is the reason why the title is specific 

to support for student academic success.  In 2007, the RLC was stopped (2007) and FYS took off under 

the leadership of Judi Diaz-Bonacquisti and Skip Crownhart, with the support of multiple Enrollment 

Services departments. At one time, there was some discussion of merging FYS into SAS, but this never 

came to fruition.  From there, Sandra Posey was hired (2009) and the FYS program became more of a 

standalone program with collaborative relationships with various departments.  Thus, this 

recommendation refers to old components of the FYS program, which was led by the old director of 

SAS.   

In many ways, this recommendation has been addressed informally through various approaches.  For 

example, Sandra Posey has worked with Shelia Thompson to assess the FYS program.  However, we do 

not know to what extent. In addition, Judi Diaz Bonacquisti submits recommendations for additional 

financial support to be given to Enrollment departments, who provide support to FYS on a yearly 

basis.  However, none of these tasks are coordinated by one body as suggested in the 

recommendation.  Given this, we suggest the recommendation be updated and worded as follows; 

 

 Campus Climate Subcommittee: Recommendation #6. Develop a committee to assist with the 

assessment and expansion of the First Year Success Initiative.   The “initiative” relates to all 

services, programs, and academic departments engaged in transitioning and serving students in 

the First Year Success program.  The review board on collaboration with the director of FYS, 

should include members from various Academic and Student Affairs Departments including 

Student Academic Success Center, Access Center, Academic Advising, New Student Orientation, 
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Admissions, academic departments, and ASA senior leadership. This review board would make 

recommendations for strategically increasing the support of the First Year Success initiative. 

 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? No longer 

necessary. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Low 
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Priority #35: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #22. 

Create a Parent Connections Program. To increase retention by making college success a family goal and 

to give parents the knowledge needed to support their child in college. 

Budget: None requested. Current funding is sufficient. 

Activities/Actions: Excel Pre-collegiate Parent Focus: Including and educating parents in the college 

process is very important; therefore we have included a parent piece in which we provide parents and/or 

guardians with information regarding higher education, how they can support their student through the 

process, and the many different higher education options available to their student.   

i. EPCP will provide bilingual (English/Spanish) Parent Workshops throughout the 

academic year for parents/guardians and students.  

ii. Fall Semester-EPCP will offer “College 101” and “How to Pay for College” workshops. 

The College 101 workshop will provide students and parents an overview of higher 

education options.  The How to Pay for College workshop will cover different funding 

options available to students and how to access those resources. 

iii. Spring Semester-EPCP will offer “Financial Aid Application Night”.  The financial aid 

application workshops will be provided twice during spring semester.  Once in early 

spring and once in late spring.  These workshops are designed to assist students and 

parents in completing the FAFSA application. 

Sources of information: New Student Orientation, Excel Program 

Accomplishments: 

Parent/Family programs are quite common across the country and we are definitely heading in that 

direction. We currently offer a Parent/Family orientation program concurrent with the SOAR Experience 

for incoming freshman. In fact, we served almost 1,000 family members last summer. In addition, we are 

in the process of hiring a New Student Orientation Coordinator (Bilingual) who will create and facilitate 

parent/family orientation sessions in Spanish starting next winter with full implementation in summer 

2014. Our longer term goal is start a Parent/Family Association with a volunteer group of family 

members who will do some programming and be a resource for other incoming parents.  

Challenges: Office support staff. 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? In progress. 

This priority is in the early development stages, which will need to be continually assessed after 

implementation, and after long term objectives are established. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): High. Program will be 

supported and institutionalized by the Excel Program and New Student Orientation.  
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Priority #36: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #20. 

Student Multicultural Leadership Summit. To help retain students of color and to influence campus 

climate by providing an opportunity for leadership education. 

Budget:  

Requested funding and 

program implementation 
AY 08-09 

$20,000.00 

(Expansion of existing 

Multicultural Leadership Summit) 

AY 

09-10 

 

AY 

10-11 

 

AY 

11-12 

 

AY 

12-13
1
 

 

Actual funding and program 

implementation 
AY 08-09 

 
AY 

09-10 

 

AY 

10-11 

 

AY 

11-12 

 

AY 

12-13 

 

 

Activities/Actions:  

 2007 held first Multicultural Leadership Summit.  This has evolved in to the CO-LEADS student 

summit—2011-12 marked the 3rd Annual of this event 

 08-09 10% of 1.0 FTE committed from Student Services Director of Academic Programs and SS 

Assessment (combined and embedded in recommendation #10) 

 11-12 held the 8th Annual Latino Leadership Summit (end of March).   

 Fall holds an annual Social Justice conference 

Sources of information: Student Engagement and Wellness 

Accomplishments:  

 Urban Leadership Program:15 Latino/Hispanic Participants in past 3 years. (24% of participants 

in the past 3 years identified as Latino).   

 Fraternity & Sorority Life: 19 Latino/Hispanic Fall 2012, 31 Latino/Hispanic participants in 

2011-2012  

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? Complete and 

ongoing. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): High. 
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Priority #37: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #7. Identify departments that 

currently adhere to best HSI practices in relation to student expectations, inclusion, and student success. 

Sub-classifications of HSI departments, incentives for non-HSI departments to achieve HSI status.  

1. Encourage departments with academic majors to achieve 25% Latino/a student representation 

among declared majors.  

2. Identify curriculum and practices that attract, retain, and graduate Latino/a students from particular 

majors.  

3. Establish incentives, such as student support services, physical space, and training that encourage 

academic departments to achieve and maintain HSI Department designation.  

 

As the enrollment of Latino/a students at Metro State approaches 25%, the “overrepresented” majors 

(with substantially higher numbers) would achieve HSI Department status first. We would establish a 

set of incentives that are realized when the department achieves HSI Department status. We would 

also establish a supported program that would help departments that aspire to HSI status. The 

program would include support for internal marketing, curriculum analysis and reform, and cultural 

responsiveness training.  HSI Departments may also set a goal to increase the percentage of 

Latino/majors beyond 25%. (HSI Task Force, Spring 2008) 

Budget: None requested. Research will be necessary. Ultimate planning and implementation should be 

tasked to VP of Academic and Student Affairs. 

Sources of Information: HSI Task Force 

Accomplishments: See attached spreadsheet for an updated department-by-department report on 

percentage of Hispanic students enrolled as majors as of Fall 2012; see for 5-year information, 2008 to 

2012, “Declared Major by School/Division and Ethnicity” in 

http://www.mscd.edu/oir/institutionalresearchdatabook/   

Challenges: None 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? Not complete. 

Data exists but has not been applied to encourage further increases of Hispanic students on a department-

by-department basis. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): High. Commission a 

study to determine what best HSI practices are for individual majors, which majors at MSU Denver are 

practicing them, and then replicate those practices where possible in other academic departments. Visits 

to other HSIs may be necessary to learn best practices and how to apply them. 

  

http://www.mscd.edu/oir/institutionalresearchdatabook/
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Priority #38: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #12. 

Continue Advising holds to encourage students to seek academic advising and degree planning assistance. 

These holds ensure that each student is receiving advising that will help him or her complete general 

studies classes within the first 45 credits. 

Budget: None requested. No new resources required.  

Activities/Actions:  

 Holds in place for first time students. The general trend for the number of holds applied is 

downward, 4806 last spring to 3227 this spring. There should be more Math Level I holds 

than there are—a quirk of how they’re being put on, I think, and in general Math has been the 

tougher nut. Of the holds that went on last spring, 1133 are still on (1142 from fall are still 

on), so those students just didn’t register. The bulk of them also had other holds (mainly 

financial or immunization), so it may be that these particular holds had little impact on losing 

them—but any impediment is going to have some impact.  

 The holds worth the impact on enrollment? For English & Communication, I suspect the 

answer is yes, as getting them into and through the right courses is fairly straightforward. For 

Math, I need to look at what students are registering for. Many of them hadn’t even begun 

remediation or even assessed in Math that the bulge may be just taking longer to pass 

through. But as I’m talking to students, I’m seeing quite a few who are getting the hold 

removed, but not making progress on the requirement. In early May I think we’ll have 

enough students having registered for summer and fall that I can at least get some sort of 

handle on whether students are making progress toward completing Math. 

 As if there weren’t enough variables, as Judi points out holds may not be the ideal way to 

enforce the policy (though Dave’s point about the Faculty Senate’s purview is well taken). 

Holds are blunt instruments, and perhaps something defter would be more effective. I think 

we’re all hoping BRM will be that tool. The Blackboard tutorial we’re using to educate 

students is cumbersome, but of course we could use a different platform. 

Sources of Information: Academic Advising 

Accomplishments:  See above 

Challenges: See above 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?  In progress 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): High. The original 

intention of students completing necessary academic requirements and seeking early academic advising is 

still relevant. However, holds are blunt instruments and students could be better served. 
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Priority#39: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #23. 

Prepare students for a successful transition to career/graduate school. Ensure that students have 

opportunities to learn about career options and graduate programs throughout their time at MSU Denver 

so that they are prepared to make a successful transition upon graduation.  

Budget: None requested. Current funding sufficient. 

Activities/Actions:  

 Career Services has developed new strategies and initiatives to better serve diverse students.  This 

includes a strategy to communicate career planning and services to all first year students.  The 

strategy includes a welcome message sent to all first year students, a New Student Open House at 

Career Services, a career decision making workshop for first year students and messaging 

throughout the year to first year students to remind them about career events and important career 

decisions. We are working to make these strategies more robust.  Additionally, we have partnered 

with UCD and CCD to develop an educational career conference called “Auraria Career 

Day”.  This event is promoted to all students to support their understanding of career planning 

and preparation for future job search. 

 The Office of Career Services has developed a Culture & Career Panel Series where diverse 

professional come to campus and share personal stories and advice about college and 

careers.  One of the panels is composed of Latino/a professionals.  This series is designed to 

support student career planning and decision making as well as help students make connections 

and network with key people in the community.  

 Changes have been made to ensure all MSU Denver students have access to the job 

posting/employer information database through the office of Career Services.  In the past students 

had to register to access the system, beginning August 1
st
 all MSU Denver students will be 

automatically uploaded into the system ensuring immediate access.  

 Career Services supported 5 ethnically diverse MSU Denver students to attend the national 

reception for Ad Color in 2009 and 2010.  Ad Color is a collective comprised of The Ad Club of 

New York, Association of National Advertisers, American Association of Advertising Agencies, 

the American Advertising Federation and Arnold and Omnicom Group.   

 Career Services collaborated with other campus departments to pilot the Brother to Brother 

program, which is a support program designed for African American and Latino male students. 

We are in our third year and looking to expand the program: Careers & College: This event was 

designed to encourage first-generation college men of color to persist in school, gain career 

directedness, connect with peers.  We developed the program with Campus Recreation and 

Student Academic Success. 

 Career Services staff is active in providing career presentations and workshops to programs to 

diverse students.  In the past few years our staff has presented career workshops to the following 

diverse groups: 

o Campus Groups - Summer Scholars, 1
st
 Year Success Program, Reischer Scholars, 

Student Support Services, CAMP Program 

o Community Groups – Latina Youth Leadership, Youth Workforce READY 

o CAMP Program - Collaborated with CAMP (College Assistance Migrant Program) for 

their Lunch & Learn sessions.  Program administrators reported to us several times over 

the year that their students feel Career Services is a department that is here to serve 

CAMP students.  CAMP students are now participating in career events at a higher rate 

than ever before. 
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 Additionally, Career Services is also promoting career testing for first year and undeclared 

students to help them select majors.  The test is called iStartStrong.  It is currently funded by the 

Title III grant, but our office has been active in promoting student usage and hope to integrate this 

assessment for students on an ongoing basis. 

Sources of information: Career Services 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?   In progress 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): High 
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Priority #40: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #6. Review and evaluate the 

impact, design, and success rates of MSU Denver’s online classes. 

1. Increase the enrollment of Hispanic students to 25% of the students taking online courses by 2012.  

2. Increase the success rate of all students taking online courses. 

3. Develop college-wide support for online students.  

4. Research why fewer Latino/students are taking online courses than their percentage at MSU 

Denver. This can be accomplished through research, focus groups, and technology access and 

support.  

5. Educate the faculty members who teach online about methods that they may wish to use to increase 

the success rate and participation rate of Latino/students. 

Budget: Research will determine cost basis. 

Sources of Information: Ben Zastrocky, Director Educational Technology Center 

Accomplishments: 

1.       Enrollments in online have never declined and continue to grow.  Since our overall Hispanic 

population has grown and the other populations have decreased, I would assume this applies to online 

as well.  OIR would need to confirm exact numbers. 

2.       Support for online students has and continues to grow.  Free training (online and F2F) is 

available to all students taking online courses every semester.  We have invested in an after-hours 

(nights and weekends) Help Desk support contract through Embanet to ensure online students have 

access to the necessary help when they need it.  Finally, our faculty are now required to complete an 

orientation prior to teaching online, which has helped both faculty and students in the online world. 

3.       Not sure about the research piece.  Sorry.  We can help coordinate a survey with OIR if that 

would be beneficial. 

4.       Training is available to faculty regarding how technology can enhance teaching and learning 

overall.  This includes transforming your online course to reach rural students as well as students with 

disabilities.  

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? The part of this 

that relates to Hispanic students has not been started. It is very important. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): High 
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Priority #41: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #15. 

Provide Supplemental Instruction for Gatekeeper Courses and courses with a 35% or higher failure rate. 

Increase retention by helping student’s successfully complete gatekeeper courses and courses with a high 

failure rate.  

Budget:  

Requested funding and 

program implementation 
AY 08-09 

$84,320 

(2 Learning support specialists @ 

42,160 salary 7 benefits)  

AY 

09-10 

 

AY 

10-11 

 

AY 

11-12 

 

AY 

12-13
1
 

 

Actual funding and program 

implementation 
AY 08-09 

 
AY 

09-10 

 

AY 

10-11 

 

AY 

11-12 

 

AY 

12-13 

 

 

Activities/Actions: 

 The Student Academic Success Center has taken a leadership role in refining the use of 

Supplemental Instructors and is working collaboratively with FYS. 

Sources of Information:  Joan Foster, Dean LAS, HSI Task Force 

Accomplishments: (January 2013) Although SI is just one facet of FYS, it does contribute to the 

retention of students.  Here are the retention statistics for FYS: 
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Fall 2009 Cohort 

       FYS Cohort   

Registration Status 
Fall 

2009 

Spring 

2010 

Fall 

2010 

Spring 

2011 

Fall 

2011 

Spring 

2012 

Fall 

2012 

N Enrolled 324 289 211 181 153 136 123 

% Enrolled 100.00% 89.20% 65.10% 56% 47.40% 42.10% 38.10% 

 Comparison Group             

Registration Status 
Fall 

2009 

Spring 

2010 

Fall 

2010 

Spring 

2011 

Fall 

2011 

Spring 

2012 

Fall 

2012 

N Enrolled 2,100 1,710 1,222 1,038 846 781 719 

% Enrolled 100.00% 81.40% 58.20% 49.40% 40.30% 37.20% 34.20% 

FYS Provisional    

Registration Status 
Fall 

2009 

Spring 

2010 

Fall 

2010 

Spring 

2011 

Fall 

2011 

Spring 

2012 

Fall 

2012 

N Enrolled 71 63 46 33 27 23 22 

% Enrolled 100.00% 88.70% 64.80% 46.50% 38.00% 32.40% 31.00% 
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Fall 2010 Cohort 

       FYS Cohort   

  
Registration Status 

Fall 

2010 

Spring 

2011 

Fall 

2011 

Spring 

2012 

Fall 

2012 

  N Enrolled 466 413 299 258 236 

  % Enrolled 100.00% 88.60% 64.20% 55.40% 50.60% 

   Comparison Group         

  
Registration Status 

Fall 

2010 

Spring 

2011 

Fall 

2011 

Spring 

2012 

Fall 

2012 

  N Enrolled 1,718 1,383 999 859 716 

  % Enrolled 100.00% 80.50% 58.10% 50.00% 41.70% 

  FYS Provisional    

  
Registration Status 

Fall 

2010 

Spring 

2011 

Fall 

2011 

Spring 

2012 

Fall 

2012 

  N Enrolled 204 169 116 89 76 

  % Enrolled 100.00% 82.80% 56.90% 43.60% 37.30% 
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        Fall 2011 Cohort 

       FYS Cohort 

    
Registration Status 

Fall 

2011 

Spring 

2012 

Fall 

2012 

    N Enrolled 489 417 324 

    % Enrolled 100.00% 85.30% 66.30% 

     Comparison Group   

    
Registration Status 

Fall 

2011 

Spring 

2012 

Fall 

2012 

    N Enrolled 1,667 1,284 925 

    % Enrolled 100.00% 77.00% 55.50% 

    FYS Provisional 

    
Registration Status 

Fall 

2011 

Spring 

2012 

Fall 

2012 

    N Enrolled 162 136 86 

    % Enrolled 100.00% 84.00% 53.10% 
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The SI Program in Chemistry does serve these difficult courses.  Statistics demonstrate improvement on 

class exams.  Examples given are comparison of the class average and the SI attending student average on 

Organic Chemistry Exams:   

Class Average 68% 59% 

SI Attending Students’ Average 84% 75% 

 

A second example compares the test mean for the American Chemical Society (ACS) standardized tests 

for those who attended SI and those who did not: 

Mean for Students Not Participating in SI Program 34 

Mean for Students Participating in SI Program 38 

 

Challenges: 

 Determining which courses would be best served by a SI program. 

 Identifying funding sources so that the program can be expanded. 

 Identifying and funding a structure to organize and coordinate the SI program(s) 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? This is working 

well in FYS and in courses in Chemistry.  The LAS Dean and grants have supported it in Chemistry.  

This should probably be the responsibility of the AVP for Student Success.  

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high):  High It should continue 

and be expanded beyond FYS and Chemistry. 
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Priority #42: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #5. 

Embrace, Promote and Build Bridges to Success/ Abrace y fomente, Puente al éxito.The goals of the 

Abrace y fomente, Puente al éxito Program include the following: raise community connectedness with 

MSU Denver, increase Hispanic and African American students' awareness of career paths, demystify 

college and financial aid application processes, clearly define academic paths to attain college degrees 

that start at the high school level, increase enrollment of Hispanic and African American students, and 

retain Hispanic and African American students by providing effective faculty/peer mentoring and support.  

Budget:  

Requested funding and program 

implementation 
AY 08-09 

$25,000.00  

(Materials) 

AY 09-

10 

 

AY 10-

11 

 

AY 11-

12 

 

AY 12-

13
1
 

 

Actual funding and program implementation AY 08-09 

 
AY 09-

10 

 

AY 10-

11 

 

AY 11-

12 

 

AY 12-

13 

 

 

Activities/Actions: 

 The Excel Program has supported this recommendation, however it is no longer relevant 
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Priority #43: Campus Climate Subcommittee: Recommendation #9. Assess the current campus climate 

by conducting a campus climate survey in conjunction with the Latino/a Faculty and Staff Association. 

This initiative would assess the current campus climate among MSU Denver faculty, staff (both 

administrative and classified), and students to determine our starting point as we strive to create a campus 

that truly respects diversity of all kinds. The first step would be to evaluate past campus climate surveys 

to determine what has already been done in order to reduce duplication and/or redundancy, as well as to 

determine which additional populations, if any, still need to be reached. In partnership with the Latino/a 

Faculty and Staff Association (and possibly other groups on campus), we recommend creating an 

assessment tool that will accurately capture the current campus climate in regards to diversity, specifically 

the desire to become a Hispanic Serving Institution. 

Budget: None Requested.   

Activities/Actions:  

 President's office did conduct a survey in 2010. However, data was not disaggregated based 

on race/ethnicity to determine strategies for improvement, other than to note that Mexican 

Americans appeared less happy at work than majority workers. 

 For the Spring 2013 survey disaggregate data base on race and ethnicity to benchmark 

perspectives about campus climate, and then actualize steps from those benchmarks.  

Sources of Information: HSI Task Force 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? Incomplete. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high):  Low. 
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Priority #44: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #27. 

Provide scholarships for first-generation college students to help support their success in college. Create a 

fund for $1500-$2000 renewable scholarships for Latino/a students who graduate from Colorado high 

schools, transfer students who transfer from Colorado community colleges, and adult students who are 

returning to school but do not have employee tuition reimbursement from their company. 

Budget:  

Requested funding and 

program implementation 
AY 08-09 

$20,000,000 

(Scholarship funds available for 2500 

students @$2,000.00 each for four 

years) 

AY 

09-10 

 

AY 

10-11 

 

AY 

11-12 

 

AY 

12-

13
1
 

 

Actual funding and program 

implementation 
AY 08-09 

 
AY 

09-10 

 

AY 

10-11 

 

AY 

11-12 

 

AY 

12-13 

 

 

Activities/Actions:  

 The Scholarship Center provides $23,000 for the First Generation Scholarship to students 

who participate in the Student Support Services Program.   In addition the Colorado 

Scholarship Coalition Foundation (CSC) provides a supplement to the SSS program for an 

additional $6,000.  However, this funding is historical and part of our in-kind support of SSS.  

 Funded 3 Excel scholars 

 Funding matched for Denver Scholarship Foundation scholars 

Sources of Information: HSI Task Force 

Accomplishments: See above. 

Challenges: New funding much needed.  

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? : Incomplete. 

More fundraising and private scholarships needed to support Hispanic and first generation students. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Medium 
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Priority #45: Curriculum Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #4. Review and evaluate 

current general studies requirements, rigor, and overall effectiveness in preparing students for their 

major/minors, professional pursuits, and global citizenship.  

1. Revise the current general studies requirements to meet the needs of Latino/students.  

2. Research the rigor of our general studies programs and make appropriate adjustments to meet the 

needs of Latino/students to ensure their retention, graduation, and success in their careers.  

3. Create a good assessment program for our general studies program and make adjustments to ensure 

retention, graduation, and future success of Latino/students.  

4. Increase interdisciplinary teaching and learning communities in the general studies program.  

5. Create a new Global Studies graduation requirement 

Budget: None requested. Undetermined, this will require substantial annual investments, total unknown.  

Activities/Actions:  

 New General Studies requirements implemented Fall 2012. 

 Global diversity course requirement created 

Sources of Information: Unknown 

Accomplishments: It is not clear what the intent of items #1 and #2 were, but as noted above, the new 

General Studies program was implemented in Fall 2012.  It does include a Global Diversity course 

requirement with two distinct student learning outcomes associated with it.  A team of faculty and one 

administrator attended the AAC&U General Education and Assessment Institute in June 2012 to develop 

a meaningful and useful assessment plan which is being piloted in Spring 2013 and planned for 

implementation in Fall 2013.   The First Year Success program includes linked General Studies courses 

that serve as learning communities for students.   

Shifting to a focus on student learning outcomes and aligning course work and assessments with those 

stated outcomes takes time.  Many faculty have engaged in re-development of coursework and the Faculty 

Senate General Studies Committee has carefully reviewed course proposals and provided helpful 

feedback to proposers.  Ongoing efforts are focused on helping faculty select the most suitable approaches 

for addressing and assessing the General Studies student learning outcomes. 

Challenges: 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? Incomplete 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Medium. Numbers 1-4 of 

the original recommendation are still necessary. Research of HSI’s that are successful in this area would 

be beneficial. 
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Priority #46: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #13. 

Revise Last Grade Stands Policy and Forgiveness Policy. To allow students who were unprepared for the 

rigors of college life to have a second chance at college success and to limit their overuse of the Last 

Grade Stands Policy so that they can complete a college degree within the 145 credit hour COF eligibility 

limit.   

Budget: None requested. 

Activities/Actions:  

 According to results from the HSI task force research, unlimited course repetition does not 

encourage progress toward graduation and has limited benefits to the student. The following 

was approved by Faculty Senate in Spring 2012: 

o All mentions of the “Last Grade Stands” policy that currently exist in the student 

handbook, college catalog, and official grading policy will be changed to the term 

“Grade Replacement.” 

o Grade Replacement may be utilized for a maximum of 18 credit hours. Students must 

request that Grade Replacement be applied for an individual course.  

o The first grade will be annotated indicating that the grade does not count for 

academic credit or GPA calculation. The later grade will be used for GPA 

calculation. 

o A grade will not be changed after a degree has been conferred.   

Sources of Information: Paula Martinez, Registrar 

Accomplishments: The grade replacement policy is projected to be in place for Fall 2013. 

Challenges: Education of faculty and students. 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?  In progress, to 

be completed Fall 2013 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Medium, need to 

implement fresh start. 
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Priority #47: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #4. 

Adult Student Services: To assist adult students with the difficulties they have balancing school/work/life. 

To help to recruit, retain, and serve the large adult learner population at MSU Denver. 

Budget:  

Requested funding and program 

implementation 
AY 08-09 

$47,000.00  

(One additional Student 

Academic Success Staff) 

AY 

09-10 

 

AY 

10-11 

 

AY 

11-12 

 

AY 

12-13
1
 

 

Actual funding and program 

implementation 
AY 08-09 

 
AY 

09-10 

 

AY 

10-11 

 

AY 

11-12 

 

AY 

12-13 

 

 

Sources of Information: HSI task Force 

Accomplishments: The original recommendation was to add one additional position to Student 

Academic Services to serve adult learners. This position was not funded. However, there are other 

programs on campus that serve the adult learner. In particular, the Center for Individualized Learning 

supports adult learners to gain credit for prior learning and to design degree programs that meet their 

unique needs. Since the initial set of recommendations were made by the HSI task force, the Center for 

Individualized Learning has recently added two new positions to serve adult learners: 

 The College Completion Specialist serves as MSU Denver's front-line officer providing 

guidance regarding enrollment procedures as well as initial academic advising for returning 

adult students who are close to completing a degree. The incumbent also provides similar 

services to current MSU Denver students who have earned 135 or more credit hours without 

completing a degree. The College Completion Specialist initiates and maintains contact with 

both cohorts of students, conducts intake, provides initial advising, and offers information 

and support, making referrals to campus resources as appropriate. The College Completion 

Specialist will work closely with the three Schools, the academic departments and all 

administrative units in order to identify and resolve any issues impeding graduation for these 

students.  

 The Prior Learning Specialist serves as the front-line officer for prior learning assessment at 

Metropolitan State University of Denver. Prior learning assessment at MSU Denver is 

critically important for many of our non-traditional students who bring professional 

experience and academic learning that are not captured on a college transcript. Duties include 

working with all students interested in credit for prior learning; collaborating with faculty, 

department chairs and deans to enhance and expand the prior learning assessment program; 

and working at the local, regional and national levels to ensure that the program offered at 

Metro meets student needs, demonstrates best practices, and serves as a resource in the state. 

 While neither of these positions was specifically designed to meet the goals of the HSI 

initiative, both positions are designed to support retention and graduation for adult learners. 
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In addition, the associate director for the Institute for Women's Studies and Services provides 

a variety of support services and events designed to retain and graduate students with an 

emphasis on nontraditional female students. 

Challenges: 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? In 

Progress and recommend that we redirect this action item and focus on the graduation of adult 

Hispanic students.  

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Medium 
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Priority #48: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #6. 

Metro’s Café Cultura. ''Metro's Café Cultura'' is a proposal being submitted for consideration in an effort 

to recruit and retain Latino and African American students to Metropolitan State College of Denver. 

Budget: 

Requested funding and 

program implementation 
AY 08-09 

$6,900.00 

(Program personnel to coordinate 

logistical setup including space, 

refreshments, etc… 

AY 

09-10 

 

AY 

10-11 

 

AY 

11-12 

 

AY 

12-

13
1
 

 

Actual funding and 

program implementation 
AY 08-09 

 
AY 

09-10 

 

AY 

10-11 

 

AY 

11-12 

 

AY 

12-13 

 

 

Activities/Actions:  

 Supported by Chican@ Studies 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? Complete and 

ongoing  

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Low 
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Priority #49: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #25. 

Academic and Student Affairs Liaison. Each school (Business, Professional Studies, Letters Arts and 

Sciences) will have a liaison at the Assistant Dean level who would work with various Student Services 

programs to coordinate retention and student success initiatives. This individual would become a member 

of the various leadership teams within the Student Services Division. In addition, this individual would 

also facilitate meetings and retention efforts between faculty, department chairs, academic departments, 

and student services staff. 

Budget: 

Requested funding and program 

implementation 
AY 08-09 

$230,640.00 

(Addition of 3 Associate 

deans)  

AY 09-

10 

 

AY 10-

11 

 

AY 11-

12 

 

AY 12-

13
1
 

 

Actual funding and program 

implementation 
AY 08-09 

 
AY 09-

10 

 

AY 10-

11 

 

AY 11-

12 

 

AY 12-

13 

 

 

 Activities/Actions:  

 While this recommendation calls for an Assistant Dean, which has not occurred. However, 

several academic advisors are now housed in the three schools and this recommendation may 

merit further consideration, especially on a commuter campus. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Medium 
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Priority #50: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #19. 

Student Engagement Courses. These courses provide the opportunity for MSU Denver to engage students 

early in their academic experience and create an environment proved to improve student success. 

Collectively, these courses will improve overall retention and persistence rates, and encourage students to 

define and declare their majors earlier in their academic career.  

Budget: None requested for curriculum development 

Activities/Actions:  

 In fall 2012 staff from the Student Academic Success Center and First Year Success program, 

will have co-taught a Student Success Course.  The Urban Leadership Program, housed in 

Student Activities, was created to enhance the student leadership experience at MSU Denver. 

Each academic year, we select a group of students to participate in the program. The program 

consists of coursework and experiential learning components. The 3 credit hour course has a 

Political Science prefix. Selected students receive a scholarship in addition to training and 

networking opportunities. These students will explore and examine leadership and how they 

can better lead our Denver Metro Community through: 

 Self-Exploration and Understanding  

 Understanding of Groups and Others  

 Understanding of our Communities through Mentoring and Service  

Sources of Information: Student Academic Success, Student Activities 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? In progress. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Low 
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Priority #51: Faculty and Staff Development and Grantsmanship Subcommittee: Recommendation #1. 

Equip the MSU Denver community with the requisite skills to acquire multicultural competence as it 

moves towards preeminence and the institution of choice in our diverse society, by implementing the 

following:  

a. Develop mandatory online Multicultural Awareness Training.  

b. Develop cultural competency assessments.  

c. Create workshops for in-service training and multicultural certification program. 

Budget: None requested 

Sources of Information: HSI Task Force 

Accomplishments: 

Established in 2008, the Center for Faculty Development advances MSU Denver as a learning 

organization, fosters excellence in teaching and learning, and promotes vitality in all areas of professional 

responsibility, including scholarly activities and grant writing. The CFD accomplishes this mission 

through a variety of initiatives that include, but are not limited to, faculty learning communities, peer 

instructional coaching, mini-grants, writing circles, mentoring of new faculty, and workshops on teaching 

and learning. 

This recommendation had 1 action point geared to the Center for Faculty Development.  While they have 

been quite active with diverse conferences, etc., they have not specifically focused on addressing these 

three items but are open to addressing them in the future.  

  

Challenges: 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? Not complete 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Similar to requirements 

to Sexual Harassment Prevention and Americans with Disabilities Act trainings, this recommendation 

should have a renewed emphasis, possibly housed in the Office of Diversity.  
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Priority #52: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #10. 

Declaration of Major by completion of first 45 credit hours. Develop a policy which ensures that students 

will make timely decisions regarding their academic careers. The ultimate goal is to get students to 

declare their majors early enough in their academic careers and to retain them in programs because they 

have a focus.  

Budget: Associated with Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: 

Recommendation #24. 

Requested funding 

and program 

implementation 

AY 08-09 

$76,480 

$32,000 salary 

+ $6,240 

benefits = 

$38,240 x 2 

(advisors)   

AY 09-10  

$155,254 

2 advisors x 3% 

$78,774   

PLUS 2 new 

advisors 

$76,480  

TOTAL 4 

advisors   

AY 10-11  

$238,686 

4 advisors x3% 

$159,912  PLUS 2 

more new 

advisors $78,774 

TOTAL 6 

advisors   

AY 11-12  

$245,847 

6 advisors 

(3% 

increase)   

AY 12-13
1
  

$253,222 

6 advisors 

(3% 

increase)   

Actual funding and 

program 

implementation 

AY 08-09 

 
AY 09-10 

$48,400.00 
AY 10-11 

 
AY 11-12 

 
AY 12-13 

 

 

Activities/Actions:  

 In Spring 2012 Faculty Senate and President’s cabinet approved the following declaration of 

major policy: 

o Students must declare a major before completion of 45 credit hours. 

o Students who transfer in more than 45 credit hours must declare a major before 

registering for a second semester. 

Sources of Information: Associate Vice President Sheila Thompson, Academic Advising 

Accomplishments: The language below appears in the 2012 catalog. 

 Declaring/Changing a Major: New students indicate their intended major on the MSU 

Denver Application for Admission. While students may select “Undeclared” as a major at the 

time of admission, all degree-seeking students must declare a major before completion of 45 

credits. Degree-seeking students who transfer in more than 45 credits must declare a major 

before registering for a second semester. Degree-seeking students who wish to change a 

major must complete a Declaration/Change of Major form, which is available from the major 

department or from the Academic Advising Center. Non-degree-seeking students who wish 

to declare a major must first change to degree-seeking status by completing a Change of 

Status form with the Admissions Office. 

Challenges: Banner Workflow needs to be established in order for major declaration to function properly.  
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Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary?  Complete 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Medium 
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Priority #53: Campus Climate Subcommittee: Recommendation #1. Create a different name for the 

campaign (while retaining the name of HSI for the initiative).''Hispanic Serving Institution'' creates many 

images for the campus community including that of ONLY serving the Hispanic community to the 

detriment of other ethnic and social groups. The name may potentially alienate other groups.  

Budget: None requested. There may be funding needs for marketing pieces to promote new naming 

language. 

Sources of Information: HSI Task Force Co-Chairs 

Accomplishments: None. There has not been another name associated with the HSI work. However, we 

have tried to emphasize that the recommendations put forth by the HIS Task Force were for the benefit of 

all students on the campus, not just Latinos. In fact, we believe that, due to the comprehensive nature of 

the task force, especially the committees, the HSI plan is in fact, a strategic enrollment plan by which 

MSU Denver would increase the success of all students and that we would double the numbers of our 

Latino students as an outcome of this enrollment initiative.  The six committees, Recruitment/Retention & 

Student Development, Public Relations, Campus Climate, Faculty and Staff 

Development/Grantsmanship, Curriculum Development and Assessment can commonly be found on 

campuses that are actively engaged in strategic enrollment management. 

Challenges: 

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? No longer 

necessary. 

Recommendation Moving Forward with Priority Tag (low, medium, high): Low 
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Priority #54: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #8. 

All Female Bilingual Police Academy: A MSU Denver Summer Program for 2010.Increase Female 

Representation in Local, State, and Federal Arenas of Law Enforcement. At present, females are 

dramatically underrepresented in local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies throughout America, 

and officers that speak more than one language are in high demand. Increase Bilingual Representation in 

Local, State, and Federal Arenas of Law Enforcement. A recent emphasis on bilingual policing is 

observable. For example, at the federal level, the U.S. State Department has recently implemented a 

program called ''Critical Language Scholarships for Intensive Summer Institutes.'' More specifically, at 

the local and state level, the need for more Spanish speaking law enforcement professionals will only 

increase in the next decade within the state of Colorado. (HSI Task Force, Spring 2008) 

Budget: None requested, to be determined. 

No Further Update 
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Priority #55: Recruitment, Retention, and Student Development Subcommittee: Recommendation #16. 

Create an Academic Learning Support Center. This center (reporting to Academic Affairs and led by 

professors) would provide students support to improve reading comprehension, math, and writing skills.  

Budget: None requested. However, course release time for faculty to run the center would be needed.  

Sources of Information: Associate Vice President Sheila Thompson, Provost Vicki Golich 

Accomplishments: 

The University has a Writing Center housed in the Department of English.  Student developments 

of the other skills are generally supported through coursework and additional tutoring in the 

Student Academic Success Center.  In addition, Supplemental Academic Instruction (SAI) 

designed to provide support for students who score at the top end of the placement scores that 

would typically indicate a need for remediation is under development pending approval by the 

Colorado Commission on Higher Education.  At this point, the perspective is that a separate 

Center is not necessary.  

Is Action Complete? In Progress (what remains to be done)? No Longer Necessary? No longer 

necessary  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


